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1. INTRODUCTION
This engineering report describes the design and performance
of an Accurate and Reliable Prototype Earth Sensor Head (ARPESH)
recently completed and evaluated by EEC under contract
from NASA Langley Research Center. Fig. 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3 are
photographs of the sensor. The ARPESH employs a detection
logic "locator" concept and horizon sensor mechanization devel-
oped by NASA/LRC personnel which is believed will lead to high
accuracy horizon sensing that is minimally degraded by spatial
or temporal variations in sensing attitude from a satellite in
12
orbit around the earth at altitudes in the 500Km environ ' . An
accuracy of horizon location to within 0.7Km has been predicted,
independent of meteorological conditions. This corresponds to
an error of 0.015° at 500Km altitude. Laboratory evaluation of
the sensor indicates that this accuracy is achieved. We will first
describe the basic operating principles of ARPESH, next present
detailed design and construction data and then report on performance
of the sensor under laboratory conditions in which the sensor is
installed in a simulator that permits it to scan over a blackbody
source against background representing the earth space interface
for various equivalent planet temperatures. The ARPESH sensor will
be known as Model 13-311.
2.1 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF ARPESH
The principle of the ARPESH locator technique is illustrated
in Figure 2-1, Two radiometric fields of view (A and B) filtered
to the 14 - 16|_i C0_ absorption band are caused to scan linearly across
1. TN D-6616, Conceptual Design and Analysis of an Infrared Horizon
Sensor with Compensation for Atmospheric Variability
by Antony Jalink, Jr., Richard E. Davis, & John A. Dodgen
2. Patent #3 -, 714,432, Infrared Horizon Locator
By Antony Jalink, Jr.
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the horizon. The two fields are displaced in the direction of
the scan by a small amount "d" such that field A is leading B.
The B field is divided into two equal elements located on each
side of the A field in order to compensate for horizontal gradients
or cross-coupling from the other axis. Separate detectors are
used for the two B elements but they are electrically added and
subsequently treated as a single output.
As the two fields scan into the horizon profile, they
produce signals, S. and S which are the integrals of the
A 15
profile radiance with respect to altitude. Actually, they only
integrate up to the point where the trailing edge of the detector
fields of view reach the beginning of the profile, but the
horizon identification takes place well before this so the signals
can be considered true integrals in the region of interest. If
the detector responsivities and amplifier gains of the two
channels are equal, the signals will be identical, but S., will
D
lag S. in time because of the physical displacement "d" of the
£\
two fields, and at any given time S will always be less than S..
B A
However, if the A channel is attenuated by a factor R with respect
to the B channel, S^ill gradually catch up and eventually become
B
greater than S . This crossover point identifies the horizon and
A
is sensed by a comparator circuit. The gain ratio "R" determines
the crossover point and is remotely adjustable.
The significance of this processing is that with the proper
field displacement "d" and gain ratio R, this crossover point is
always a constant altitude above the true "hard horizon" inde-
pendently of climatic conditions to within 0.7Km. The parameter
"d" is actually an angular displacement of the two fields in the
sensor, which corresponds to a fixed altitude above the horizon,
2 - 2
and therefore is dependent upon the satellite altitude. However,
it has been found that adjusting the gain ratio R instead of "d"
compensates for altitude equally well and is much easier to
implement remotely,
2.2 DESCRIPTION OF ARPESH SENSOR
The complete system is comprised of three or more sensor
heads, each of which continuously scans the horizon and determines
the angle between the located horizon and a spacecraft (or
sensor) reference axis. Each sensor head contains two sub-
systems:
1. The radiometric and locator subsystem
2. The scanner and angle readout subsystem
These two subsystems are relatively independent of each
other and will be described in the following sections.
2.2.1 THE RADIOMETRIC AND LOCATOR SUBSYSTEM
A folded reflecting telescope employing a 48 mm X 56 mm
rectangular 15.24 cm F.L. spherical objective mirror, images the
horizon field onto a field mask containing three rectangular
apertures having the angular dimensions shown in Figure 2-1.
This field mask defines the A and B fields mentioned previously.
Three identical germanium immersed thermistor bolometers
are mounted just behind the field mask, one viewing through each
of the apertures. The immersion lenses are hyper-hemispheres
with the sides ground flat so that they can be stacked closely to-
gether such that each collects all the energy passing through its
respective field mask. These immersion lenses act as field lenses
and image the common entrance aperture of the system onto the
thermistor elements, which are 0.5 X 0.5 mm square. The entire
detector assembly is thermostated at 10°C, when ambient falls
2 - 3
below this value, to reduce the range of detector temperature
variations. An optical bandpass filter transmitting between
14 and 16 microns is located just in front of the field mask. The
detector-field mask arrangement is illustrated in Figure 2.2 and
the entire radiometric optical system is seen in the layout draw-
ing of the sensor head (Figure 2-3).
This IR telescope is directed into a plane scanning
mirror which causes its field to linearly scan across the
horizon. Each detector has its own preamplifier with gain
adjustment to compensate for differences in detector responsivity.
The outer pair of detectors comprise the B field, and their
signals are added after preamplification. The remainder of the
radiometric and locator processing is shown schematically in
Figure 2-4. The final output of this subsystem is a signal
commanding readout of the scanning mirror position at the time
when the horizon crossing is identified by means of the locator
logic described previously.
2.2.2 SCANNING AND POSITION READOUT SUBSYSTEM
The field of the radiometric telescope is caused to scan
through a 7-1/2° angle with a quick return at a rate of one scan
per second by means of the plane scanning mirror. This requires
that the plane mirror scan 3.75°. In addition, the scan mirror can
be driven on command through a reverse angle of 8° from the scan
start position which directs the radiometer field onto a temperature
monitored plate for detector calibration purposes. The scanning
mirror is mounted on flexural pivots and driven by an intergral
torquer which eliminates all the lubrication and wear problems that
are associated with ball bearings and gears. Because of the small
scan angle and low speed, the flexural pivots have a very long
life and negligible hysteresis. The linearity of the scan
is maintained by a tachometer mounted on the same shaft as the
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scanning mirror and used to control the torquer in a velocity
servo circuit.
In order to benefit from the accuracy of this sophisticated
horizon locator technique, it is necessary to determine the
angular position of the scan mirror with respect to a sensor
reference frame at the time of the read-out command from the
locator logic, to an accuracy of better than 0*01°. This is
done by means of two separate electro-optical sensors, one
producer a reference or fiducial pulse at the start of the scan
and the second produces a sequence of pulses, one for each
0.005° motion of the scanning mirror. The angular position of
the horizon with respect to the reference axis is then determined
by counting the number of pulses put out by the sequence pulse
generator between the time of the reference pulse and the
command signal from the locator logic.
Both of these position signals are obtained by reflecting
light beams from a small auxiliary mirror attached to the plane
scanning mirror. In the case of the sequential pulse generator,
the collimated image of a very finely spaced Ronchi grating is
reflected from the scanning mirror and then reimaged onto a
similar, although longer, grating in the receiver, As the image
of the reflected grating passes over the receiver grating, a
series of pulses is generated, one for every movement of one line
pair of the grating. The optical arrangement is shown in Figure
2-5 o The gratings have a spatial frequency of 1000 lines and
spaces per inch. Since the pulse is generated from the total
signal from many grating lines, any slight irregularities in
line spacings are averaged out.
The reference pulse generator is similar, except, instead
of gratings a single line reticle is used. The light sources for
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both systems are Light Emitting Diodes (LED) and the receivers
use silicon detectors.
An advantage of this position readout system is that it
eliminates all errors from non-linearities in the scan or drifts
in the start position of the scan which could be caused by
hysteresis in the flexural pivots.
2.3 OVERALL SYSTEM OPERATION
A block diagram of the ARPESH system is shown in Figure
2-4. A iHz clock establishes the time base of the system and
causes the servo system and scanning mirror to start its for-
ward scan. The scanning mirror executes the forward scan in
0.75 seconds. Thereafter the servo drives the mirror back to
the origin in less than 250 m sec. There the servo awaits a
new clock pulse to commence a second scan cycle. The drive is
produced by voltages of the proper magnitude and polarity
presented to the torquer velocity servo by the scan control
circuit. Shortly after the start of the forward scan, the
reference pulse appears from the reference pulse generator,,
This gates a counter which starts counting the pulses from the
sequential pulse generator. When the horizon is located the
output of the sequential pulse generator is stored. This count
is a measure of the angle between the sensor reference and the
horizon.
The counter continues to count the sequential pulse
generator pulses until a count of 1535 is reached which occurs
when the scanning mirror has scanned 7-1/2° (of field) beyond
the reference position. At this point the counter sends a
signal to the scan control circuit to reverse the scan motion
at a high speed. The reference pulse produced during the
retrace, signals the scan control circuit to hold at a rest position.
2 - 6
There is some overshoot while the motion reverses, and there-
fore another reference pulse occurs shortly after the forward
scan begins* This pulse clears and restarts the sequential
pulse counter to begin a new cycle. Whether the reference
pulse is coming from a forward or reverse scan is recognized by
means of the polarity of the torquer drive command voltage„
There are four input commands to the servo system:
1. Scan off which places the scan mirror in its
steady rest position.
2. Normal scan at a 1-Hz rate as described above„
3. Cage position where the mirror is held,by its
torquer, against a semi-hard stop during launch to
lock the mirror in place.
4. Calibration command causing the mirror to scan to
a position 8° from the neutral and allowing the
detectors to scan over a high emissivity copper
plate whose temperature is accurately monitored to
provide a radiometric reference in contrast with the
zero of space.
A static sun presence sensor views an 8-1/2° high;by
4-1/2° wide field which overlaps the entire scanned field of the
radiometric channel. If the sun appears anywhere within this
field, a sun presence signal is produced.
The horizon location, as well as a number of other
parameters are encoded in the digital data processor in the form
of binary registers which can be read out in parallel or ultimately
put in serial form. The following readouts are available in the
auxiliary electronics unit:
2 - 7
1. Horizon Location (12 Bits)
2. Confirmation of Horizon Crossing (1 Bit)
3. "R" Value (4 Bits)
4. Sun Presence (1 Bit)
5. 4 Commands: OFF, SCAN, CAL., CAGE
6. Fault Detection and Identification Signals (6 Bits)
7 Spare (1 Bit)
SUMMARY OF ARPESH SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Instantaneous Field of View Approximately 1° Vertical
4° Horizontal
Scan Angle 7-1/2°
Scan Rate 1 scan/second
Resolution of Readout 0.005° of Field Position
Accuracy 0.02° at 500Km Altitude
for 220°K Planet
Size (per sensor head) 20.3 x 12.7 x 11.43 cm
(8" x 5" x 4-1/2")
Weight (sensor head) 5 Kg
In the sections which follow we will cover in more detail
.-- —. • • ;•<•«*«•»•=.
' various design, construction and performance aspects of the
ARPESH.
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3. SENSOR DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
In this section we will describe, in some detail, the
.design features of the Accurate Reliable Prototype Earth
Sensor Head. Included in this discussion will be the design
and properties of the block of three immersed thermistor
detectors, the optics, processing electronics, both analog
and digital, and the mechanical design of the system. Also
described is the design of the auxiliary electronics unit
and the interfaces, such as input power requirements and command
inputs, and the waveforms and format of the data generated by
the sensors.
3 - 2
3.1 DETECTOR
The detector used in the ARPESH is a trio of Germanium-
Mylar immersed thermistors, the active flakes have dimensions
of 0.5 x 0.5 mm. The thermistors are immersed in germanium
hyperhemisphere lenses that are stacked one against the other,
the lenses have flats ground on the sides where they join.
By thus joining the lenses it is possible to make the fields
of view of adjacent detectors essentially contiguous even though
the tiny detectors immersed on a mylar base onto the germanium
are separated and can thus be conveniently mounted in the center
of the lens, and electrodes attached to the sides of the flakes.
Figure 3.1-1, shows the detector housing and layout and Figure
3.1-2 lists some of its properties. With this arrangement we
also achieve a very high optical speed with the result that
the detector is small and the sensitivity is the highest that
can be achieved with a thermistor detector. The field of view
of the system is defined by the dimensions of a mask placed
in the focal plane of the objective mirror, just in front of the
trio of immersion lenses. (See Figure 3.1-3). The thermistor
flake size is 0.5 mm on a side. The A detector subtends an
angle of 1.392° in the direction of scan. The effective focal
length ^ or the system can be computed from these parameters as;
, . • - • . ^ .. . ••-••- • • -
e.f.l. = 0.5 mm « 20 mm
1.392° x .0175 mr/Deg.
Since objective lens is about 57 mm on a side (2.V2") the effective
speed of the optics is
f/# = e.f.l. * 20 w 0.36
lens Ht. 57
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Summarized below are the principal parameters of the
three detectors:
Responsivity at normal bias R « 170 V/W
Resistance of each flake R » 200 K
Time constant T , « 2 msec.
th
Noise 1-100 Hz at normal bias Vn = 0.75p,V
Bias voltage V = 180 Volts for ac-
tive & compensator
flakes in series
3.1.1 DETECTOR-NOISE CONSIDERATIONS
As indicated in Section 3.1 above the noise of the
detector measured in a bandwidth of 1 - 100 Hz was » 0.8|j,V RMS.
We can compare this measured value with values calculated from
basic parameters.
The noise characteristic of a thermistor detector can
be approximated by the curve sketched below in a solid line with
three frequency regions including a flat (white) Johnson noise
region (f~ and greater), a region from f~ to f with a 1/f low
frequency noise characteristic and a very low frequency region
2f.. to f? in which noise appears to increase at a rate 1/f .
(Figure 3.1-4 shows typical low frequency noise characteristics
of thermistor detectors.)
CO
o
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FIG. 3.1-4 Typical Thermistor Noise
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The preamplifier will have a frequency response that
will roll off at very low frequencies and will include a boost
network starting at f. where the detector frequency response
begins to fall and up to f,-, the high frequency cut-off for the
system. Beyond f_ the amplifier provides a 12 db per octave
roll off.
To determine the degradation in noise due to the inclu-
sion of the low frequency excess noise and the boosted high
frequency Johnson noise, we can develop an expression for spot
noise as a function of frequency.
/f,
-^ df + df
^ df + -r±
J
df
For the sensor design, with a 750 msec forward sweep
of the scanner the following break points have been established:
V
T = Total Noise
V = Johnson noise at the reference level
n
fl = 1.7 Hz
• f2 = 5 Hz
f3 = 50 Hz
f- = 60 Hz
3 - 5
=* 96 Hz as specified high frequency corner
f, = 173 Hz
o
f ^ I df + 4? df + df
df
60
df
V 2 = Vn2 280.6 and the loss is V280.6/96 = 1.7
where
V = v4kTRAf
n
4kT x 10 x 96
R = resistance of bolometer bridge «* 100 kfi
AF = bandwidth = 96 Hz
V ~
n
With the degradation factor of 1.7 the total noise input
will be 0.76JJ.V, very nearly the value measured.
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3.1.2 IMMERSED THERMISTOR DETECTOR OPTICAL PROPERTIES IN THE
14-16 MICRON BAND
Germanium immersed thermistors have been used exten-
sively in radiometric measurements of atmospheric CO^ in the
15 micron spectrum. These detectors have certain response
defieienoifeS in this region of the spectrum due to a combin-
ation of 1) absorption in the germanium immersion lens, 2)
absorption in the optical cementing layer, and 3) semitrans-
parency of the thermistor flake. The spectral response
characteristics of the germanium-Selenium glass and the
germanium-Mylar film immersed thermistors are treated in
the 13 to 17 micron.
3.1.2.1 MEASURED PROPERTIES OF DETECTOR COMPONENTS
Figure 3.1.5 plots the transmission of plane.,
polished, parallel-faced, high purity (p '*» 40 ohm-cm)
germanium in several thicknesses. From top-to-bottom in
Figure 3.1.6, i^el) the measured transmission of sintered
#2 thermistor material in an equivalent electrical thick-
ness (standard) of 250 K Q per square at 25°C, 2) measured
transmission of this flake permeated with cured Bakelite resin
(cement used to paste flake on the Mylar film), and 3) the
total hemispherical reflectance of a thick opaque sintered
#2 thermistor. .
In figure 3.1.5 we see that germanium has appreciable
absorption in the C09 region. In Figure 3.1.6, the bare ther-
mistor flake (top) goes from semitransparency at 14 microns to
near-opacity at'15 microns. Permeated with Bakelite cement,
broad absorption in the latter reduces the flake transparency.
FIGURE 3.1.5 TRANSMITTANCE OF
HIGH PURITY GERMANIUM AT 25°C
:; rFIGURE 3.1.6 SPECTRAL TRANSMITTANCE AND REFLECTANCE OFJ
"] THERMISTOR FLAKES
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3.1.2.2 SIMPLIFIED THERMO -OPTICAL MODEL
In order to formulate an expression for the steady-
state spectral response of the immersed thermistor, it is
helpful to sort out the optical and thermal effects in the
several layers. With the use of the model in Figure 3.1.7,
this is done in a manner which considers each layer as an
optical and thermal entity, neglecting thermal gradients and
multiple reflections within the layers. The construction is
that of the germanium- Selenium glass immersed type. The anti-
reflection coating on the germanium is purposely omitted
since it can easily be added later to adjust the spectral
response of the detector.
We will assume that all energy absorbed in the
bottom three layers of the stack, namely: The flake, the
glass overcoat, and the black coating all contribute to
heating the flake. Also, we will assume that all energy
absorbed in the germanium and glass immersion layer does
not heat the flake. Considering the high thermal conduc-
tivity and heat capacity of the relatively large germanium
lens, and the high thermal impedance of the glass immersion
layer, these assumptions are valid.
3.1.2.3 SPECTRAL RESPONSE CALCULATIONS
On this basis we can write for relative spectral
response,
where, r, , r?, r are first surface reflectivity values at the
interfaces labelled in Figure 3.1.7 and A_, , A and A_,
o>e be r ^^> *->
are the absorptivity in, respectively, germanium, selenium glass
= I>O
7} =-
72 —
FIGURE 3.1.7 GERMANIUM-SELENIUM GLASS IMMERSION
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and stack comprised of the flake, the glass and the black.
It has been shown that the "true" transmissivity
(T ) of a plane polished parallel-sided slab is related to\
the measured transmissivity (T *) by,
A.
2)
2 2Tx
where
r is the first surface reflectivity, namely,
49
rX= » l~_^ 2' (Eq. 3)
The absorptivity is then,
\ = l'\ (Eq. ^
We have measured values for the .transmissivity
(T *) of germanium (Figure 3.1.5) and the flake (Figure
3.1.6) in air. Reflectivity from Equation 3 can be Con-
sidered quite accurate for the case of polished germanium
samples, but there can be some question about its validity
for the flake. However, specular reflectivity measurements
on thick flakes indicate it approaches a "polished" behavior ,
at wavelengths longer than about 15 microns.
In evaluating the spectral response using Equation 1,
the absorptivity in the selenium glass (A ) is assumed to be
zero, and that in the black coating (A ) unity. Values for
refractive indices used were,
(1) McMahon, H.O., JOSA, 40, p.376, 1950
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Material Index
Germanium 4.0
Selenium Glass 2.47
Flake 2.8
Spectral absorptivity for two thicknesses of
germanium.are plotted in Figure 3.1.8, and for a standard
thickness thermistor flake in the top of Figure 3.1.9. The
former points up the large losses in pure germanium lattice
absorption near 15.5 microns, and the latter shows the steep
absorption gradient in the flake in the 14 to 15 micron interval.
The dashed portion of the flake absorptivity curve signifies
some doubt about the data.
3.1.2.4 GERMANIUM-SELENIUM GLASS IMMERSION
Spectral response for two germanium lens thicknesses
(3 and 12 mm) are shown in Figures 3.1.10 and 3.1.11, with and
without an opaque coating of black applied to the flake. Depend-
ing upon the spectal interval involved in radiometric sampling
of C09 the black coating on the flake can be important. At
wavelengths greater than 15y, the black adds nothing to the
response, while in the 14 to 15p, interval it can make a
difference of as much as two times. Also important relative
to the black is that a good (opaque) coat may increase the time
constant of the flake by 50%. Hence, if fast response is required
for 14 to 15 micron radiation, a delicate trade-off between
higher DC Response (more black ) and faster response time (less
black) is called for.
3.1.2.5 GERMANIUM-MYLAR IMMERSION '
The german ium:r Mylar immersed thermistor has been used
extensively in applications where the detector is exposed to
'
FIGURE 3.1.8 ABSORPTIVITY IN
HIGH PURITY GERMANIUM AT 25°C

FIGURE 3.1.10 SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF
GERMANIUM - SELENIUM GLASS
IMMERSED THERMISTOR
FIGURE 3.i.n SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF
GERMANIUM - SELENIUM GLASS
IMMERSED THERMISTOR
elevated temperatures (> 55 to.60°C) which can degrade both the
electrical (noise) and optical properties of the selenium (arsenic
modified) glass. The layers in the stack for this design are
identified in Figure 3.1.126
••'Deficiencies in this design are two-fold. The low
refractive index of the cement (ca 1.5) at the germanium inter-
face reduces the critical angle from 37 degrees for the selenium
glass case to 21 degrees fpr that of mylar. This 'reduces the
effective speed of the optical system one can employ with the
immersed thermistor and hence limits the responsivity gain
afforded by germanium immersion. The other factor involves
radiation loss in a strong absorption band in Mylar centered
at 13.7 and to a smaller extent due to spectrally broad absorp-
tion in the Bakelite resin layer which cements the mylar to the
germanium. (This layer is usually very thin and because the
resin has no strong bands in the 15 y, CCL region, its absorption
losses are neglected here.)
With this design, where the immersion layer (Mylar)
has significant absorption, the premise :• of lumped thermal
behavior is less valid than for the selenium glass (non-
absorbing) design. This is so because radiation dissipated in
the Mylar absorption band can transfer part of its heat to the
flake.
The spectral transmission (T *) of Mylar in the
several thicknesses which have been used in this detector design
are given in Figure 3.1.13. The film thickness is varied to
control the detector time constant (unblackened) nominally
as follows,
A I R . n = 1.0
G E R M A N I U M , n= **.
CEMENT, n= 1 .5
MYLAR, n = 1.5
X i
CEMENT, n= 1.5
THERMISTOR FLAKE
PERMEATED WITH CEMENT
BLACK
COATING
Figure 3.1.12
GERMANIUM - MYLAR IMMERSION
FIGURES.1.13 SPECTRAL TRANSMISSION
OF MYLAR FILM
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MYLAR THICKNESS TIME CONSTANT
1000th Inches
1/8
1/4
1/2
1
Microns
3.2
6.4
12.7
25.4
Milliseconds
1.3 - 1.8
2 - 2.5
4 - 5
8 - 9
In this design absorption in the unblaekened flake is
different from that of the germanium-selenium glass detector
because the Bakelite cement permeates the porous flake and hence
contributes to absorption and flake heating. The spectral trans-
mission (t*f, ) of the cement permeated flake was shown in Figure
3.1-6.
Referring to the detector stack construction of Figure
3.1-12, and neglecting multiple reflections in the layers as well
as the thermal spread from absorption in the 15.5 \j. Mylar band,
the relative spectral response of the germanium-Mylar immersed
thermistor is,
\- (l-r1)(l-r2)(l-r3)(l,r4)(l-r5)(l-AG.)(1-^ )(Af;fc,B) (Bq.5)
The refractive indices of the materials in the stack,
from which reflectivity at the several interfaces is computed
are,
Material Index
Germanium 4.0
Bakelite Cement 1.5
Mylar 1.5
Flake 2.8
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Since the cement and mylar indices are equal, Equation 5
becomes,
=(l-r1)(l-r2)(l-r3)(l-r4)(l-r5)(l-AQe)(l-Am)(Af+c,B) (Eq.6)
Figures 3-1-14 and 3 . 1-15 plot the solution of Equation
6 for 3 and 12 mm thick germanium and 1/8 mil (3^2 (j,) Mylar
film0 Absorptivity values for germanium (A ), Mylar (A ),Ge in
and the cement permeated flake (A ) are found using Equations
2,3 and 4 and the measured transmission of these components.
In the final illustration (Figure 3 „ 1-16, the
theoretical spectral response of a germanium-Mylar :immersed
assembly is compared with the measured spectral response of an
immersed detector of similar design.
As observed in Figure 3.1-15, the greatest .uniformity
is achieved without blackening of the flake. In Figure 3. l-15c,
we have superimposed the spectral band limits on the detector
spectral response. The result appears to be an average through-
put of 0.27 without benefit of AR coatings. The peak deviations
from the average transmission would be approximately. .035 or
117o maximum deviation. This is the first evaluation of spectral
uniformity over the spectral interval and requires better
definition of the achievable spectral uniformity of the band-
pass filter.

FIGURE 3.1-15 SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF
GERMANIUM - MYLAR IMMERSED THERMISTOR
~.17;r
FIGURE 3.1-16 RELATIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE
OF GERMANIUM - MYLAR IMMERSED THERMISTOR
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3.1.3 DETECTOR HISTORY
Various problems were encountered in connection with
the detector fabrication and the 1000 hour burn-in required by
the contract. As a result of several failures - a number of
occasions when detectors became noisy and one instance in which
a detector was burned out - it was necessary to rebuild the
detectors a number of times. The last occasion for such re-
building occurred after an apparently satisfactory set had
been built and about 1/4 of the burn-in testing was done. One
of the detectors became noisy and it was necessary to rebuild
the set once again and carry out the 1000 hour burn-in once
again.
One recurring problem was excessive noise that could be
attributed to contamination of feed-through pins, usually due to
humidity. This type noise would usually disappear after thorough
cleaning and bake-out to boil off the moisture.
Even after successful completion of the burn-in one more
failure occurred that could not be associated with contamination.
For reasons not fully confirmed (but believed to be due to a
possible temporary wiring short circuit across the active detector
B,), the compensator flake appears to have lifted away from its
base. Evidence to this effect is the fact that the bias voltage
across this flake is abnormally low indicating excessive compensator
flake heating when bias is applied. Without bias the resistance
is the normal value, about 200KQ. Time and cost considerations
dictated a simple remedy short of rebuilding the entire detector
system. The remedy was to install a substitute compensating
thermistor flake on the detector housing in good thermal contact
with the detector block and thus at the same temperature as the
principal detector. Performance of this detector is not measurably
different than that of the others.
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3.1.3.1 AUXILIARY CIRCUITS ASSOCIATED WITH DETECTORS
The detector mounting base is provided with a
temperature controller that heats the detector block to,
and maintains it at 10°C if the ambient temperature falls
below this value.
The detectors are compensated for ambient
temperature variations through use of a quasi - constant
current bias source to maintain a bias level that results
as nearly as possible in an optimum bias level. In addition,
to maintain a responsivity that is nearly independent of ambient
temperature variations a separate thermistor is supplied with
each signal channel, mounted on the detector block. The
function of these thermistors is to correct the gain of the
electronics to maintain constant output voltage levels (for
a given irradiance) independent of the ambient temperature,,
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3.2 OPTICS
The optics of ARPESH includes a telecentric radio-
metric optical system with a rectangular reflecting primary,
a multipulse generator with Ronchi grating for generating
pulses to serve as an incremental position encoder and a single
pulse generator that provides a precise position reference
(fiducial pulse) to define the start position of the active
forward mirror scan.
3.2.1 RADIOMETRIC OPTICS
The design of the infrared radiometer optical sub-
systems closely follows the design described in the various
progress reports submitted. An original design which was based
on a refracting system had to be abandoned because the index
of refraction changed too much over the temperature range. A
reflecting telecentric optical system is used with a 6" focal
length spherical curvature reflector of rectangular shape with
dimensions of 48 mm x 56 mm.
The field of view for each detector in this optical
configuration is defined by the dimensions of the field mask
located in the focal plane of the optical system. The field
of view and relative position of the detectors is shown in
Figure 3.1-3.
3.2.1.1 CONSIDERATIONS LEADING TO CHOICE OF SPHERICAL
REFLECTING OPTICS FOR RADIOMETER SYSTEM
The originally proposed design was based on use of
a germanium objective lens for the ARPESH radiometric optics.
A determination of the defocusing produced by the
wide temperature range indicated a serious problem in the radio-
meter optical system if one uses a refracting system (e.g. germanium
3-16
lens).
Using the data of Cardona et al (J, Phys. Chem.
Solids, 8^ 204-6, 1959) for dn/n dT = 6.9 x 10~5/°C, we find
that the +55°C temperature excursion from ambient produces a
shortening of the focal length of 0=5 percent, or 0.038 inches,,
The extension of the focal length due to increase in
radius of curvature and thickness is only 0,002 inches, so
the net effect is that the focal point moves toward the lens
by 0. 036 inches,,
If the objective lens and detector are separated
by any material having a positive temperature coefficient, the
effect of the latter increases the malfocus between the two.
Aluminum, for example, produces an added displacement of 0.009
inches, for a total relative focal shift of 0.045 inches. With
an f/3 system, the "smear" due to this effect is Oo015 inches,
or 2 milliradians. This corresponds to nearly four times the
allowable spot size.
In view of the fact that no direct information was
found to conclusively indicate what the temperature coefficient
of the refractive index for germanium is at 15 microns we
solicited help in this area from NASA/LRC personnel, A
literature search showed that no direct and reliable data is
available for -^jim of germanium at 15 microns, (It would
probably be a good thing to initiate a program to conduct the
necessary measurements,) There is considerable disagreement in
5" among the measurements reported by researchers such as
Cardona, Lukes, Rank, Collins and others, most of whom made their
measurements in the 2-5 micron region. If we used the Collins
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data, the only program that shows dn/ndT figures to 12., 35 microns
dn/ndT = 12 x 10~-V°K our results would be even worse than
reported above for the Cardona figure of 6.9 x 10 /°K. With
3*&
these parameters the degradation in blur circle over the temper-
ature extremes considered would be as shown in the attached
Figure 3.2.0.1 This is clearly an unacceptable blue circle
degradation,
A number of compensating means were explored, including
bimetal construction, "oil can" mechanism, etc. The solution
finally settled on, however, as being the more reliable was
to use a spherical mirror for producing the horizon image. If
this mirror is made of the same metal as that used to separate
it from the field mask-detector assembly, the system is com-
pletely self-compensating with respect to temperature,,
The attached spot diagrams indicate that the image
quality obtained with the spherical mirror is well within the
allowable dimension. (Figures 3.2.0.2 to 3.2,0.6)
The change from a refracting to a reflecting system
has several effects, which can be enumerated as follows:
a. The entrance pupil of the system remains in the
.vicinity of the scanning mirror, although the
mirror is moved to opposite ends of the instrument.
b. The field mask-detector assembly is also as close
as feasible to the scanning mirror, and requires
that the latter be perforated. Therefore, there
is a small obscuration in the center of the pupil.
c. The (three) exit pupils of the system are at the
detectors, and the entrance pupil is defined by their
three (coincident) images formed by the field lenses
and imaging mirror.
5° TEMR 15°
Figure 3.2.0.1
ENLARGEMENT OF BLUR CIRCLE
DUE TO TEMPERATURE INDUCED
CHANGES OF INDEX OF GE .
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do Since the entrace pupil as "seen" by the three field
lenses is effectively at infinity (as imaged by the
imaging mirror) it is no longer necessary for the
field lenses to be tapered. This will result in a
simpler construction for both the lenses and their
housing.
e. The elimination of the objective lens reduces the
total thickness of germanium in the system, thus
increasing and "flattening" the transmittance.
f. The new configuration permits a mounting arrangement
for the single-pulse generator which is self-compen-
sating with respect to misalignments between the
radiometer fields of view and the timing of the
start pulse. This is discussed more fully in a
later section.
g. The spot diagrams reveal that the image quality at
the edges of the field of view is essentially the
same as on axis, even in a flat focal plane. There-
fore, the field mask will consist of a single flat
mask in the focal plane. It will be in contact with
the front surface of the filter.
For all of these reasons, it is felt that the mirror system
represents an appreciably better system than the refracting one.
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3.2.1.2 OPTICAL THROUGHPUT
The C09 band filter is located just in front of
the field defining mask and has a spectral transmission as
shown in Figure 3-2.2.
The total optical throughput was originally
estimated to be 0.3. Actual measurements show; somewhat
poorer performance, mainly due to the CO^ band filter
itself, resulting in a total throughput of approximately
Oo22.
The various contributors to the total optical
throughput are tabulated in Section 3.2.2.
FIG. 3-2.1 Optical System Data Sheet:
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3.2.1.3 FILTER CHARACTERISTICS
The filter transmittance is shown in Figure 3-2.2.
The values of transmittance vs wavenumber were tabulated from
the curve, shown in Figure 3r2.2, and key points were compared
with the specification. These key features, with the specified
and measured values, are listed in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Item Spec. Measured
Peak Transmittance = 65% absolute 69%
Ave. Trans, between > • •' '
half-power points = 557° absolute 55.6/0
Cut-on X, 50% of peak 14.23 ± 0.14p- 14.13[i
Cut-on X, 5% absolute 50% X-0.10 to O..30|i- 50% X-Ool7u
Cut-off X, 50%of peak 16.08 ± 0.16^ 1 15.97(i
Cut-off X, 5% absolute 50% X+0.08 to 0.31^ , 50% X+0.23p.
The data for even-valued intervals of wavelength were
derived by interpolation between the wavenumber values and are
recorded in Table 2.
3.2,1.4 FIELD LENS TRANSMITTANCE
The field lenses were coated at BEG and a monitor
sample was coated at the same time and its transmittance measured,
Since the monitor sample was 2.54 mm thick, compared with the
6.00 mm average thickness of the field lenses, it was necessary
to extrapolate from the measured data to allow for the added
absorption in the field lenses. This was done, graphically on
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semi-log paper, using the zero thickness and 2.54 mm values to
extrapolate to 6 mm. The extrapolated values are also listed
in Table 2.
An additional modification needs to be made to allow
for the fact that the monitor sample had one Ge/air interface, at
which a reflection loss of .36% can be assumed. The actual
reflection losses between the germanium and the detector
occur at the Ge/Mylar and the Mylar/detector interfaces.
At an average angle of incidence of 15° at the Ge/
"Mylar interface,, the calculated reflection loss for unpolarized
radiation is 2170 at the first surface and 1070 at the second.
(This is based on indices as indicated in the Design Report.)
Net transmittance at the second surface is then 0.71, compared
with 0.64 at the Ge/air interface on the monitor sample.
A gain of 1.11 can, therefore, be anticipated.
Absorption in the 0.125 mil Mylar is represented in the
third column of Table 2.
Finally, the reflectance of the scanning and focusing
mirrors is predicted to be 0.98 throughout the region 14 to
16 microns.
Overall transmittance up to the detector, therefore,
can be expressed as:
2 f16
T = 0.98 x 1.11 FX GX MX dX
Jl4
Where FX = spectral transmittance of filter.
GX = spectral transmittance of monitor sample
;
 extra-polated to field lens thickness.
MX = spectral transmittance of 0.125 mil.Mylar
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Values of the above functions are included in the table
from 13.7 to 16.3 microns for completeness, but integration is
carried out only over the interval 14.0 to 16.0.
TABLE 2
X
13.7
.8
.9
14.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
15.0
.1
.2
.3
.4
,5
.6
.7
.8
.9
16.0
.1
.2
.3
FX
.005
.011
.025
.066
.250
.580
.680
.655
.635
.640
.631
.625
.609
.645
.660
.665
.626
.550
.455
.375
.330
.320
.335
.310
.115
.050
.015
GX
.534
.542
.555
.550
.559
.557
.552
.550
.541
.526
.504
.494
.480
.433
.440
.442
.425
.400
.393
.395
.402
.410
.415
.430
.432
.440
.448
MX
0.400
0.440
0.750
0.880
0.900
0.920
0.930
0.940
0.940
0.940
0.940
0.940
0.930
0.925
0.920
0.920
0.915
0.910
0.910
0.905
0.900
0.900
0.900
0.900
0.900
0.895
0.895
PRODUCT
.0011
.0026
.0104
.0319
.1258
.2972
.3491
.3386
.3229
.3164
.2989
.2902
.2719
.2583
.2672
.2704
.2434
.2002
.1627
.1341
.1194
.1181
.1251
.1200
.0447
.0197
.0060
FXGXMX = 4.581
Ave. = 4.581/20 = 0.229
T = 1.023.0229 =0.234
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The integral in the expression for T was.',\evalua ted
using Simpson's rule, with the result that average transmittance
between 14.0 and 16.0 microns is found to be 23.4 percent.
Absorption by the detector, which was discussed in the
design report, is not considered in the above calculation.
3.2.2 .MULTI-PULSE GENERATOR OPTICS
In order to permit precise determination of the angle
of the scanning mirror at the position where the horizon has
been located, an optical system was designed as an incremental
encoder. A series of pulses are generated as the scan mirror
movement causes a bar pattern generated by a Light Emitting
Diode in conjunction with a Ronchi reticle to be swept across
a stationary reticle and detected by a silicon photocell. The
collimated image of the Ronchi grating (reticle) reflected from
the edge of the scanning mirror is reimaged on another grating
located in front of an optical system associated with the
silicon detector. The image of the reflected bar pattern moves
across the grating at the detector; as it does so the detector
generates a series of pulses that are later converted into an
accumulated count for readout of the angle at which the horizon
is located. The optical components of the Multi-pulse generator
are described below and are best understood in conjunction with
Figure 3-2.3.
3.2.2.1 OBJECTIVE LENS
A choice of grating spacing of 1000 lines per inch
indicated a focal length of 14.55 cm in order to generate a
pulse every 0.01 degrees. An aperture diameter of.1.91 cm was
selected as a good compromise between aberration correction and
diffraction limitation. A three-element design was generated,
*\
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which is diffraction limited. It is documented on the Optical
Data Sheet, shown as Figure 3-2.1. The parameters were obtained
by a computer analysis based on spherical and chromatic aber-
rations, astigmatism and distortion. All aberrations were reduced
to one-fourth wavelength or less (double passage) and the
predicted modulation in the image is 25-307o after allowing a
reasonable tolerance for degradation due to imperfect surfaces
and other errors. The lens curvatures were adjusted slightly to
conform to existing tooling for economy in manufacture.
3.2.2.2 CONDENSER LENS
After reviewing available light-emitting diodes for
illuminating the source grating a Monsanto type MV 10 B3 LED
was selected, partly on the basis of past experience with these
and related sources. This source is provided with a polymer
lens to concentrate the emitted light into a lobe of restricted
angular spread. Such plastic lenses have a poorly controlled
shape, so that the light distribution is subject to considerable
variation. A practice and method has been developed of sawing
off this lens and replacing it with a glass lens of more pre-
cisely defined characteristics. The condensing system, which
spreads the light uniformly over the reticle and images the
source on the objective lens, uses existing tooling to a max-
imum degree. The Optical Data Sheet records the design parameters,
It was found to be impossible to illuminate the corners of a
reticle 0.635, cm square, given the other parameters such as source
size and objective lens aperture, so a circular area 0.635 cm in
diameter was used instead. Calculations have been made (see
Section 3.3.1.5.1)of light intensity at the detector, indicating
4
a background-to-noise ratio of approximately 10 , using this
circular reticld area. Later considerations indicated the
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importance of rotationally aligning the source reticle so that
the bars in its image are parallel to those in the detector
reticle. This alignment is less critical if the line images
are relatively short. It was decided, therefore, to limit
their length to 0.051 cm, decreasing the light by about one
order of magnitude, which still allows an adequate signal-
to-noise ratio.
3.2.2.3 FIELD LENS SYSTEM
In view of the availability of detectors large enough
to cover the entire one-inch span of the detector reticle, some
effort was directed at deciding between a large detector mounted
directly behind the reticle vs a smaller detector using a field
lens to concentrate the light. The larger detectors, commercially
readily available, are of the Schottky barrier type, in contrast
to the diffused barrier type. Consideration of the required
temperature span indicates that the Schottky barrier type is
unsuitable. The diffused barrier type is not available in the
large size required for focal plane mounting. A tentative spec
was developed, therefore, for a diffused barrier detector based,
to as large an extent as possible, on a commercially available
type, viz. United Detector Technology type PIN-6D. A field lens
system was designed for coupling the 2.54 x 0.635 cm area with
such a detector; this is recorded in a third Optical Data Sheet,
The lens design is also based on existing tooling and test plates,
3.2.2.4 THERMAL ANALYSIS
The most significant requirement for satisfactory function
of the multi-pulse generator is the need of maintaining focus to
assure the required modulation. For this reason, an analysis of
the objective lens design was made to indicate the defocusing
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caused by temperature excursions and by the absence of air in
the optical path in the vacuum environment of space. The
temperature effects result from dimensional and refractive
index changes in the glass, and the pressure effect from
difference in the refractive index between air and vacuum.
The results of this study indicated that adequate focus
can be maintained over the entire temperature range by using
either fused quartz or Invar for the spacers between the
objective lens cell and the focal-plane assembly. The
focal shift induced by the loss of air is in excess of
the tolerance, however, and some compensating means or
procedure must be provided.
The multi-pulse generator layout is seen in detail in
Figure 3.2.3.1. (Drawing B206201-4010)
The lens labeled as 2001 is normally focused optimally
under standard pressure conditions. For operation in vacuum
it is necessary to shorten the focal length, or screw the lens
inward by 0.0061" for optimal focus in vacuum. An alternate
procedure would be to fabricate a spacer and a shim of 0.0061"
the total thickness being that required between the 2001 lens
cell and the housing. In that case the lens would be screwed in
completely for proper focus in air. For operation in vacuum
the 0.0061" shim would be removed. However, such a shim was not
made and the present procedure requires measurement of the lens
cell position with respect to the housing and resetting for
vacuum.
1} :!, . . , ) , [ r_• i^ ! • r , —s'»ll--_1 /'f ;
' • ' • \ \
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3.2.3 SINGLE PULSE GENERATOR OPTICS
An optical single pulse generator has been designed and
built to provide a precisely defined mark (fiducial pulse) at
the start of the forward movement of the scanning mirror.
The design used is a modification of a miniature electric
auto collimator made by Barnes Engineering Company, a
description of this device is given in a brochure shown
as Appendix A. Figure 3.2.4, shows a layout of the
single pulse generator for the sensor head.
t
t
3-2.*/ LAYOUT- S.K-:U£
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3.3 SYSTEMS ELECTRONICS, OVERALL SYSTEM
The horizon sensor system was built as two separate
units: the sensor head and the auxiliary electronics package,
The former includes all the circuitry needed to process
signals representing target acquisition and scan mirror
position determination at time of horizon crossing (locator)
for a single head. The auxiliary electronics unit contains
those circuits which would normally service 2, 3 or 4 heads
used in a spacecraft attitude determination system. These
circuits include the command inputs to the system (gain
adjustments etc.), power supplies, scan synchronization
drive, system condition^failure indicator, and locator
angle position readout.
We will first describe the function of the principal
modules or building blocks of the sensor and then discuss the
interface and output data format.
3.3.1 SENSOR HEAD ELECTRONICS
Principal modules of the sensor head are:
1. Servo drive for scan mirror
2. Detector analog signal processing.
3. Zero crossing circuitry.
4. Single pulse generator
5. Multi-pulse generator
6. Auxiliary circuits such as:
i '• a) Sun Sensor
b) Ambient Temperature Monitors
c) Detector Temperature Controller
d) Detector Bias Supply
e) Fault Detection Circuits
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3.3.1.1 SERVO DRIVE (NORMAL SCAN. CALIBRATE AND CAGE)
A 1-Hz generator located in the auxiliary electronics
unit serves as a timing generator for driving the scanning
mirror of the sensor head. The servo drive system causes the
torquer to drive the motor forward linearly at a rate
established by the current flowing through the torquer, and
its physical properties. Thus driven, the mirror movement in
the normal forward scan direction causes the single pulse
generator to generate a fiducial pulse that also starts the
counting of the multi-pulse generator which produces a chain
of pulses accumulated up to a count of 1535 in about 750 msec
of forward scan (7-1/2 degrees). The count is accumulated in
a binary counter, which when it reaches a count of 1535,
commands the return of the scan mirror rapidly to the opposite
extreme scan position (in less than 250 msec). The torquer
remains in this attitude until a new 1 Hz pulse is introduced
whereupon it starts a new forward sweep . In this manner a
continuous scan pattern is produced with a 750 msec forward
sweep, a quick return to a negative position, about 2°
mechanical below the neutral, unenergized position.
With the scan command in "off" position the 1 Hz signal
is not introduced to the torquer drive and the scan mirror
remains in a neutral position. On applying a "cage" command a
constant positive signal is introduced in the servo drive. This
results in the torquer driving the mirror to an extreme reverse
position where the mirror comes to rest on a nylon pin stop that
locks it in place and reduces the possibility of mirror vibration
axially or laterally and thus prevents possible damage caused
by possible high vibration levels during the spacecraft launch.
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With the scan command in the "calibrate" position a
constant negative signal is applied to the servo amplifier and
torquer. This has the effect of driving the scan mirror for-
ward for a total of +8° past a "space look" and onto a high
emissivity copper reference block, whose temperature is
monitored and which serves as a reference calibration radiance
source. The analog outputs of channels A, B,, and B-, which
are available on the panel of the auxiliary electronics will
produce a pulse when the FOV's are scanned over the cali-
bration plate to check the performance of the optics, detectors
and analog electronics.
3.3.1.1.1 ANALYSIS OF SCAN SYSTEM
The scan mirror normally rotates through a relatively
small angle {approximately 4 degrees). Therefore a very satisfactory
method for supporting the scan mirror is by means of flexural
pivots. These pivots are ideal for space application because
they eliminate the lubrication problems associated with ball
bearing type pivots. In addition, for this particular application
they have an indefinite life with negligible hysteresis.
Their selection was based on the maximum launch
shock vibration environment which was 100 g's @ .5 msec
sinusoidal pulse and 12 g's sinusoidal vibration and 10 g's
RMS random vibration. Froir past experience it has been
estimated that in the worst case the mirror will "see" about
50 g's. Each of the flexural pivots will take about 1/2 of this
dynamic load which is 50 x weight of the scan mirror (0.1 Ib)
or 1/2 x 50 x .1 = 2.5 Ibs.
A preliminary selection was the 5006-800 Bendix
flexural pivot 3/16" size, with a load capability of 2.6 Ib.
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In an effort to keep the weight low the scan mirror
was made of aluminum.
The scan mirror center shift that can be attributed
to the flexural pivot rotation presents no readout or pointing
error. The readouts as well as the infrared optical system
reflect collimated beams and are not influenced by the center
shift.
During the launch phase and the vibration test
(per MIL-STD-810), the scan mirror mechanism will be caged to
insure the scan mechanism against possible damage and misalign-
ment. The caging will be accomplished by energizing the torquer
such that it drives the mirror against the nylon stop. The
amount of power required to cage the scan mirror is approximately
1 watt.
3.3.1.1.2 SCAN DRIVE
The scan cycle consists of 3.75° of scan motion
@ 5°/sec followed by retrace. The total cycle time is 1 sec
with 750 msec alloted for scan and 250 msec alloted for retrace.
Figure 3.3.1.1,3 computer output, shows this sequence.
SCAN CYCLE DESCRIPTION
The scan cycle starts with the servo controlled scan
motion from some angular position just before the angular position
(called 0°) that corresponds to the start of the scan. A servo
system assures that the mirror will achieve uniform angular veloc-
ity of 5°/sec by the time it reaches 0° and will remain at that
value until the mirror passes through the 3.75° position which
corresponds to the end of scan. An end of scan pulse signals the
beginning of retrace motion. It disables the servo control system
and delivers a 150 msec voltage pulse (to the mirror drive) of pre-
determined amplitude which reverses the mirror with minimal under-
shoot of the 0° position. Following this motion, the output of an
"and" logic circuit enables the servo system, thus completing the
cycle. The inputs to this "and" circuit are one signal indi-
,.;j
!SERVO CONTROLLED
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eating that the 150 msec pulse has been delivered and the
remaining signal indicating that the mirror has undershot the
0° position. The transient start-up (i.e., starting the system
from rest) is accomplished by a start-up pulse which enables
the servo system taking one cycle to reach the proper position
- time sequence.
SCAN DRIVE AND CONTROLS
SCAN SERVO SYSTEM
The scan motion is uniform in angular velocity and
is controlled in a feedback loop as shown in the block diagram,
2.3-5
WCF JL-
— * (jy
i
1
1
1
K,
i
Js^+Bs
K
i
i 5
i_ 1
where the solid inner loop is due to the second degree dynamic
system and
V = scan mirror velocity
Vref = reference velocity
J = inertia
B =
K =
viscous and electrodynamic damping
spring gradient of flexural pivots
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The dotted signal flow lines and the blocks to which
they are attached are the control functions. It should be
noted that positive feedback (K6) is employed to negate the
spring torque.
: The overall transfer function is approximately
Kl
V/V
"
f
 ' JS + B + Kl
and the steady state velocity is
V = K} Vref
ss Kl + B
The time constant is
L =_ j
B+ Kl
A reasonable value for ^  is 0.1 msec which gives
ample velocity response with no stability or noise problems.
RETRACE DYNAMICS
The dynamics of the retrace are governed by the second
order equation
(1) J0 + B0 + K (9-0o) = T
A typical torque deflection curve is shown in Figure
3.3.1,2 where J, B, and K have previously been defined and
T = torque
0o = quiescent scan mirror position
W 2 = K/J
n
 -3
For the system under consideration B=10 inch-oz/rad/
2
sec K=1.28 in-oz/radian, and J=.004 in-oz-sec . Division of
(1) by J and ignoring the negligible effect of damping yields
0* + W 2 (0-00) = T/J
n
r\
0 + W (0-0o + T/K) = 0
.1
.055
.0
N
O
LjJ
| ~-28-
g
/ I
^^4
- 13.125°
CALIBRATION
POSITION
* —
0° 3.75°
6(0)
START END
OF OF
SCAN SCAN
(QUIESCENT POSITION)
ANGLE IN DEGREES
FIGURE 3. 3 .1.2-SCAN MIRROR TORQUE/DISPLACEMENT CURVE
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The solution to this equation for constant T,
initial angle 0 = 0(°) and angular velocity 0 = 0(°)
(e
 "
 eo " T/K>
 = 9 (0)
 s in^t + (0(0- 00- T/) cos^j t
^n K n
Where time = 0 corresponds with the end of the scan 0(°'= .066.
Figure 3.3.1.1 shows a more exact computer solution for
the system. The ideal amplitude for T/K was determined to be .03
- 0o corresponding to
T = 1.28 (.03-00) = .0484 in-oz - 1.28 00
Referring back to Figure 3.3.1.2, it is seen that during about
1/2 of the return motion the spring torque exceeds T and during
the remainder T exceeds the spring torque. The crosshatched
areas shown are the energies delivered to and from the system,,
In view of the low forward velocity these areas are almost equalo
It is desirable to make 00 some small negative angle
(i.e., make the rest position of the scan mirror somewhat less
than the starting angular position) so that in the event of
failure of the retrace power pulse, the system would naturally
o
undershoot the 0 position, thus assuring that the controlled
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scan motion can be accomplished with a penalty of increased cycle
time. A value of 0 = -.012 radian = -.68 degrees was selected
which corresponds to a peak forward torque (at end of scan) of
approximately
T = K (&£>)- 00) = 1.28 j.066 - (-.012)] =0.1 in-oz
Power - Torque Requirements
The average torque required during scan is approximately
Tav = K [f^ - QO! = f Y^- ~ (--012) H 1.28 = .058 in-oz
The retrace torque is (from above)
T = .0484 - 1.28 (-.012) = .055 in-oz
The overall average is about .057in-oz
2
The average power is proportional to T
Therefore
P = ^ ~- x 1400 = 42 mW
Where .33 in-oz and 1400 mW correspond to the torque - power for
the tentative torquer (TQSW-1P -Aeroflex), the peak torque require-
ment occurs during calibration which occurs about once per month
when the scan mirror is rotated negative from 0° position to
- 13 1/8°
The total torque is
T =1.28 (13.125 - .68) . .28in.o2
rev 57.3
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The corresponding power is
P =/. 28\ 2
 x 1400 =1.0 watt,( 2B\
(.33) 1000
3o3.1.2 DETECTOR ANALOG SIGNAL PROCESSING
The signal processing channels include a low noise
pre-amplifier, post-amplifier with frequency compensation
(boost of high frequencies) and an active clamp circuit that
clamps the analog signal to zero volts during retrace and at
the scan mirror rest interval. The clamp is released when the
forward scan is executedt
Summing inputs to a second post amplifier allows
the B, and B. detector output signals to be combined into a
J* £
single channel with a gain nominally 4-1/2 times greater (this
represents the ratio "R" of the locator) than the gain of
channel A to permit a zero crossover to occur for Channels A,
and BI and B at the desired "locator'•' position.
The gain of Channel B is 10,000 including a pre-
amplifier gain of 100. Since two B channels are summed, the
output of the B Channel is effectively raised by a factor of
20,000. Channel A has a gain that is nominally 4600. The
gain of channel A is variable, and is established by the
selection of the "R" gain ratio value to be discussed later.
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3.3.1o3 ZERO CROSSING CIRCUITRY
The zero crossing circuit provides the timing pulse
that holds the angle readout where the "locator" position has
been identified. It consists first of an "allow" pulse that
presages the advent of a zero crossing and next a voltage com-
parator that switches state upon receipt of two identical
amplitude inputs and, finally, gating circuits that store and
hold the count of the multi-pulse generator counter output
to allow readout of the angle at which crossover was achieved.
The "allow" pulse is obtained by monitoring the out-
put of detector A channel and generating a gating pulse when
its value exceeds a preset threshold level indicating that
detector A has encountered the earth's horizon. The "allow"
pulse is used to enable a summing amplifier whose inputs are
the analog signals of Channels A, B, , and B^. The resultant
waveform is then applied to an input of the zero crossing
voltage comparator, the output of which shows that a zero
crossing has occurred at an appropriate location. (The "allow"
pulse is included to prevent premature or false indications of
a horizon crossing as in retrace, or during forward scan before
the actual horizon crossing due to an identical noise output of
the two channel amplitudes being compared.) The gated output
pulse is used along with commands from the fiducial pulse
generator to hold, and subsequently release, the count repre-
senting the "locator" angle.
3.3.1.4 SINGLE PULSE GENERATOR
The single pulse generator produces a fiducial pulse
at the start of the forward movement of the scan mirror. The
device is essentially a miniature electric autocollimator. A
light beam created by a Light Emitting Diode (LED) is reflected
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from a small reflecting surface attached to the scanning mirror
and is received by a special dual silicon photo-diode equipped with
a reticle that defines, with high precision, the position at which
the returned LED beam crosses the photo-detector,, The single
pulse generator produces a pulse that serves as the reference or
fiducial pulse, which signifies the start of the forward scan
of the scanning system,, A pulse is generated both in the for-
ward and return portion of the scan, however, the photo-diode
detector is made up of a series connected pair of diodes that
generate oppositely phased pulses when a beam of light crosses
each photo-diode in turn. This phase information is used to
gate in only the pulse representing the correct "forwarding"
fiducial pulse.
A departure was made from the planned 10KHz operated LED
described in the proposal and the design report. In the final
design the LED's are operated with DC excitation, It was felt
that this approach is simpler and leads to fewer components which
are also more dependable. The only justification for using a
carrier type system would be to avoid possible stray ambient
light problems. However, it was felt that the sensor housing
serves as a shield ,and the pulse generators are almost fully
enclosed so that stray light would not present any problems.
In the completed unit this was proven to be indeed the case,
3,3,1,5 MULTI-PULSE GENERATOR
A scan angle readout system has been designed that
employs an optical incremental pulse generation system. The
optical system with its scanned Ronchi reticle was described
in Section 3.2. The electronics processing must filter,
amplify and limit the pulses generated by the silicon detector to
produce a pulse train with individual pulses of constant amplitude
and width as the scan mirror rotates.
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The amplifier employs shunt voltage feedback. With
a 5.6 meg fi feedback resistor and a current responsivity of
0.5 A/watts for the silicon detector, together with the preamp
we obtain a voltage responsivity of 2.8 x 10° volts/watt. The
corner frequencies of the electrical filter are 800 and 1200
Hz, to pass the nominal pulse frequency which is 1000 Hz. The
post amplifier has a gain of 500.
The signal level expected from the silicon detector,
when it is illuminated by the modulated return beam from the
LED, is calculated below.
3.3.1=5.1 CALCULATION OF SIGNAL LEVEL FOR MULTI-PULSE GENERATOR
2
The illuminance, E in the image plane = nBT sin 9'
Where B = luminance of source
T = transmittance of system
9'= half-angle of cone of beam converging on
image. The irradiance,
9H = rrNT sinz 9 , where N = radiance
From Monsanto catalog, for MV10B3
L = 1000 ft. - lamberts
= 1000/930 lumens/cm2 = 1.075 Jt/cm2
Since the source emits at 6700°AS where luminous
efficiency = 0.032,
1.075 ^/cm2 = 1.075/680 x 0.032
- 0.049 w/cm2
If we assume source is Lambertian,
N = 0.049/n w/cm2 ster
For an aperture of 0.75 cm2 and efl =5.73 sin 9' =0,0654
We will calculate the energy on the detector after estimating
optical losses.
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Calculated below are the expected losses:
Assuming 24 air glass surfaces, coated so that the transmission
at each interface is Tg = 0.995
Three mirror reflections @ R = 0.97
One beam-splitter, RT =0=15
Then the transmission of the optical train is
T = 0.99524 x 0.973 x 0.15 = 0.12
and the irradiance,
H = n 0.049
 x 0.12 (0.0654)2 = 2.5 x 10'5W/cm2
TT
o o
Area of image = (0*635 cm) = 0.4 cm
Image is 50% blocked by source reticle, so
P = 2.5 x 10~5 x 0.40 x 0.5
= 5 x 10~6 watts
Allowing for smearing of image, assume 3 x 10~ watts
is transmitted to detector
Assume Si detector, irradiated by ± 30° cone - then
from n'y' sin 9 = n'y1 sin 9' (semi-diagonal)
Or y1 = 0.75 x 0.093
0.5
= 0.14 in.
= 3.6 mm
a = (0.36 cm)2 = 0.13 cm2
Assume the detectivity of the detector is
1 0 i
D* = 5 x 1011 cm Hz - watt" @ 0.9|j. at shorter
wavelength there is a degradation such that we can expect a
lower D* = 0.83 x 5 x 1011 @ 0.67^ ,
D* « 4 x 1011 cm Hz1/2 watt"1
Let Af = 2500 Hz then the Noise Equivalent Power is found
co be:
 NEP = V 0.13 xV25QO = 4.5 x 10"11 Watts
4 x 1011
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And S/N = 3 x 1(T6 « 7 x 104 _. ,
4.5 x 10-11
This is the expected Signal to Noise ratio of the multi-pulse
generator neglecting any possible losses due to the Ronchi
grating.
At image plane, H « 2.5 x 10~5 cm, so if detector is placed
there, the energy density would be the same.
If a field lens is used with a 3.0 mm square
detector, 2
a = 0.13 cm
P = 5 x 10~6
H = 5 x 10-6/0.13 = 4 x 10"5W/cm2d
If we illuminate only a circular area of the source
reticle, the image will be reduced to
A = E (0.635 cm)2 =0.31 cm2
4
P = 2.5 x 10'5 x 0.31 x 0.5 « 4 x 10'6 watts
Allowing for smearing of image, assume 2 x 10
Watts reaches the detector.
Using PIN-6 D detector manufactured by United Detector
Technology Corp.
a = 0.203 cm2
D*= 2 x 1012
Af= 2500 Hz
Then the noise equivalent power is
NEP = fo.203'x)|2500] = 1.1 x 10"11 Watts
2 x 1012
and the system Signal to Noise
S/N = P_ = 2 x 10"6 w 2 x 105
NEP 1.1
 x 10-11 . .
In practice considerably lower signal to noise ratios
were obtained, believed to be due to unwanted reflections-from
the metallic Ronchi reticle.
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In this case it was necessary to add another amplifier
and low and high frequency cut-off RC filters in order to extract
a signal of sufficient amplitude and signal-to-noise ratio to
generate the desired timing pulses. The 1KHz signal generated
by the scan mirror sweeping over the Ronchi grating is frequency
doubled by electronic circuitry to 2KHz. This is used as the angle
readout signal to identify the position of the scan mirror at the
time the horizon is located.
3.3.6 AUXILIARY CIRCUITS
3.3.6.1 Sun Sensor
The radiant intensity of the sun is very high, also
highly sensitive detectors are available at the peak spectral
wavelength of the sun, therefore the sun sensor subsystem of
ARPESH could be made quite simple, and require only elementary
optics.
A pinhole camera type system was designed. A silicon
diode is the detector and a simple mask in front of the
detector defines the field of view to be sensed.
The sun sensor is located at the front edge of the
sensor head, near the scanning mirror, as shown in the layout
drawing, Figure 1-3. The field defining mask (see Figure 3-3.1)
is located 12.5 mm behind the pinhole aperture and has dimensions
of 2 mm x 1.25mm, so that the sensor subtends a field of view of
about 9.5° x 5.8°. This covers a field of view about one degree
larger on all sides than the infrared sensor field, and there-
by warns of possible sensor errors due to the sun in the sensor
field.
Figure 3-3.1 Sun Sensor Detector Diagram
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The detector used is a United Detector Technology
PIN 3D which has a 2.5 mm diameter. The pinhole is 1/2 mm
in diameter.
The PIN 3D detector output feeds an LM 108 op-
amp. Feedback sets the detector operating point near zero
bias and lets the detector operate in current-mode. This
results in linear operation and is most favorable for minimum
responsivity variation over the wide operating temperature
range.
The output of the sun sensor preamp feeds a voltage
comparator lamp driver. A lamp on the front panel of Auxiliary
Unit provides the logic output signifying presence or absence
of the sun in the sensor's field of view.
3.3.6.2 Ambient and Calibration Patch Temperature Monitors
Identical circuits are used to monitor the ambient
temperature of the low level electronics and the calibration
patch. Each circuit consists of a single low-power operational
amplifier, seven resistors, 2 small capacitors and a miniature
precision thermistor.
Over the temperature of interest (-30°C to +80°C)
the thermistor (RT) experiences a 90 to 1 change in resistance.
As ambient temperature decreases, the thermistor resistance
increases, supplying greater negative current to the summing
junction of the amplifier. This causes greater positive
current to flow through feedback resistor and drives the out-
put positive. If ambient temperature increases,, negative current
to the summing junction decreases and the output of the amplifier
becomes less positive.
Figure 3-3.2 shows the circuitry used for the temperature
monitor circuits and Figure 3-3.3 is a calculated curve of voltage
output as a function of temperature.
A23358
Figure 3-3.2 Temperature Monitor Circuit
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3.3.6.3 DETECTOR TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
In order to minimize detector responsivity variation
with temperature the detector assembly is heated whenever the
ambient temperature drops below 10°C. This is accomplished by
applying a current to a transistor, the case of which is in
thermal contact.with the detector assembly. The increased
dissipation in the transistor provides the thermal energy to
heat the detectors.
Ambient temperature changes are sensed by a precision
thermistor. The output of the thermistor network is fed to
an operational amplifier which provides the drive for the heat-
ing transistor. When the temperature drops below 10°C, the
detector assembly is maintained at this temperature by the
closed loop system formed by the heating transistor and
thermistor.
3.3.6.4 DETECTOR BIAS SUPPLY
The detector bias supply provides a high voltage
low-noise power source for the detectors. In the present
system the 1200 V DC is obtained from a commercial regulated
power supply, the output of which is coupled to two sections
of active filtering for each detector.
A circuit diagram of Section 1 of the bias filters is
shown in Figure 3-3.4. The filter is composed of a field effect
transistor and a bipolar transistor which are used as pass,
transistors for the regulator dc current. The field effect
transistor provides negligible loading for the high-impedance
RC filter and a low impedance output to the bipolar transistor.
The bipolar transistor supplies the current to drive three
additional filter circuits in Section 2, for further filtering.
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The second section of the bias filters consists of three
parallel active filters, each used to provide bias to a detector.
The circuit operation is similar to that described above except
that the extra current capability of the bipolar transistor is
not needed and a series dropping resistor is located at the.
input to the filter. The dropping resistor allows a bias
voltage inversely proportional to load to be supplied to the
detector and stabilizes the responsivity of the detector over
the temperature range by adjustment of the bias voltage.
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3.3.6.5 FAULT DETECTION CIRCUITS
The fault detection and indicating circuits are
located in the Auxiliary Unit. The signals which have been
selected for fault detection are as follows:
1. Channel A Noise
2. Channel B Noise
3. Detector Bias Voltage
4. Multipulse Generator Output
5. Single Pulse Generator Output
6. Scan Drive
These signals are fed to the Auxiliary Unit from
the Sensor Head. A failure of any one of the systems monitored
by these signals would result in a malfunction of the Sensor
Head. The failure is indicated by a light on the front panel
of the Auxiliary Unit. Test jacks are also located on the front
panel to provide the capability to monitor the above signals
during system operation.
The input circuits used to detect excessive channel
A and Channel B noise are precision half wave rectifiers and
filters. The resultant dc level is applied to a threshold
circuit, the output of which is a logic 1 when excessive noise
appears at the input. This level is used to turn on an
indicator light on the front panel. To determine if excess noise
is present, the system command switch is turned to OFF. In the
normal SCAN mode, the radiance signal will cause the light to
turn on because signals may be generated when the horizon is crossed,
The detector Bias dc level is fed into an operational
amplifier threshold circuit. If the bias level fails, the out-
put of the circuit goes to a logic 1 and lights a lamp on the
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front panel.
The Multipulse Generator, Single Pulse Generator,
and Scan Drive signals each are fed into a rectifier, filter,
and threshold circuit. Failure of these signals causes the
particular threshold circuit to go to a logic 1 and light the
appropriate lamp on the front panel of the Auxiliary Unit.
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3.4 MECHANICAL DESIGN
A mechanical design was worked out that would
provide good support for the optical components allowing them
to perform optimally under severe environmental conditions such
as the temperature extremes, -30°C to +80°C, and the possible
high vibration and acceleration level to be encountered during
launch. This required somewhat different approaches in the
design of the main housing and the various optical subsystems
such as the multi-pulse and single-pulse generators. These
will be described in more detail below and can be best under-
stood in conjunction with Figure 1-3.
3.4.1 STRUCTURE
The support structure is basically a box-shaped aluminum
block with substantial central cross members. The housing has
been machined out of a solid aluminum block. A section plane
perpendicular to the long axis would show an "H" shaped form, with
the radiometer and single-pulse optics mounted under the cross
member, and the multi-pulse optics and the electronics mounted
above it. Reinforcement is provided across the top of the casing,
and locally, in order to strengthen the areas for mounting the
sensor head to the spacecraft. Wall thickness, which is generally
a o317cm(l/8") nominal, is locally increased for heat sink and
mounting rigidity purposes at such points as the primary mirror
and the multi-pulse housing attachment points.
3.4.2 LAYOUT OF MAJOR SUB-ASSEMBLIES
(a) Radiometer Optics: This system is an in-line reflec-
tive system, omitting any error-susceptible "folds" in the optics.
Provision is made for focus adjustment, and for correction of
alignment errors between the radiometer optical path and the
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boresight by movement of the scanner mirror and/or the detector
assembly as may prove necessary. Alignment within the radio-
meter (scanner to spherical reflector to detector) is accom-
plished by these same adjustments. Both the spherical mirror
and the detector assembly are mounted to reinforced portions
of the housing in order to provide rigidity.
(b) Single-pulse optics: These optics are mounted on
the spherical mirror, with the single-pulse mirror mounted on the
radiometer scanner. This orientation minimizes any divergence
of these optical paths due to thermal or other distortion of the
housing, since any movement of the scanner or primary mirror
will be exactly followed by the mirror and generator of the single-
pulse system. The generator assembly can be adjusted for focus,
and for correction of alignment errors at the final assembly level.
(c) Multi-pulse generator: The multi-pulse optics are
independently packaged in an Invar housing to prevent unwanted
thermal expansion. The shape of the optical path, including the
penta-mirror fold was dictated by volume limitations and by the
necessity of making the reflected surface one piece with the
scanner mirror. Use of an in-line optical path for the long focal
length of the multi-pulse systems would result in an awkward con-
figuration with considerable wasted volume. Provision has been made
to adjust the orientation of the complete multi-pulse package to
correct for alignment errors. This is accomplished by loosening and
resetting bolts (using Allen wrenches) at the side of the housing
which supports the Invar housing.
(d) Scanner Mirror: The scanner mirror assembly consists
of the scanner itself, the mirrors serving the single-pulse and
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multi-pulse generators, the scanner-driving torque motor, the
feed-back tachometer, the flexural pivot bearings, and the
adapters to mount the assembly to the main housing. Difficulty
of mounting all the scanner parts at final assembly has led to
the development of this major sub-assembly, in addition an access
opening in one side of the main housing was provided. The design
provides for rotational positioning of the scanner, and also for
adjustment to eliminate any objectionable slewing of the scanner
axis due to tolerance build-up.
(e) Detector Assembly (Radiometer): The detector sub-
assembly consists of the 3-detector array and masks, the copper
housing containing a power transistor to heat up the block and
a thermal insulating mounting adapter. This sub-assembly is
flange mounted and is capable of movement perpendicular to the
optical axis as an alignment adjustment. Provision has also
been made for focus adjustment.
(f) Electronics: Packaging of the electronics has
been done in a functional form, placing low signal level circuits
in the most favorable location near the detectors they service
while high level circuitry has been packaged as a grouping of
four large boards mounted at the side of the sensor head. Thus
the three thermistor detector preamplifiers plus bias decoupling
and filtering networks are built as printed circuit boards which
are near and part of the detector subassembly. Likewise the pre-
amplifiers for the single-pulse and multi-pulse generators and.
the sun sensor are built as small printed circuit boards nested
in with the silicon photo-detectors with which they are associated,
The four large P.C. boards measuring 10 x 12.7cm are
sandwiched together with stand-off separators and mounted to the
side of the sensor. A sheet metal cover encloses and shields
these boards. Cables to the boards are led through holes in the
side of the sensor head frame and draped along the inside walls
with clamp supports.
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3.4.3 MATERIALS SELECTION
All materials have been selected in a trade-off process
among the following criteria:
(a) Effects on possible thermal distortion and resulting
impact on the maintenance of optical accuracy
(b) Ease and practicability of fabrication
(c) Weight
(d) Strength characteristics
Item (a) is the prime area of concern, since the total
allowable error is only 0.01 degree. Therefore, the thermal ex-
pansion and thermal conductivity characteristics of each material
have been first considerations in satisfying the severe tempera-
ture range of -30°C to +80°C.
Material weight density, and the resulting "g" loads,
have been carefully considered in view of the specifications of
vibration and shock environment. In some cases, density has been
of major importance due to resulting inertia values and power con-
sumption levels.
3.4.4 HOUSING - COMPLETE ASSEMBLY
Aluminum was selected for the following reasons:
(a) Compatibility with the parent assembly at the mounting
interface.
(b) Good thermal conductivity
(c) Light weight
(d) Readily fabricates as machined assembly or ultimately as
a casting.
The high thermal conductivity of aluminum is of prime
importance, since it will tend to minimize thermal gradient through-
out the structure. Since the interrelated optical elements are all
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mounted on this structure, distortion due to temperature differen-
tials, and the corresponding variations in thermal expansion,
would destroy the optical precision of the assembly. While it is
true that aluminum has a higher coefficient of expansion than some
other structural materials, the control of temperature gradients
is more critical to the maintenance of dimensional stability than
a proportionate change of dimensions due to temperature
variations.
3.4.5 MULTI-PULSE OPTICS HOUSING
The exceptional sensitivity of the multi-pulse system to
dimensional change has dictated the use of a material with a very
low coefficient of expansion for all elements to which multi-
pulse optics are mounted. Invar was selected as the best material
for the multi-pulse generator housing to maintain the allowable
focal length tolerance of 0.0076 cm .
Although Invar has a very low thermal conductivity, the
overriding need in this instance is for a material with very low
thermal expansion.
Provision has been made to absorb the resulting differen-
tial expansion between the Invar and the main aluminum housing at
the mounting interface.
3.4.6 SINGLE-PULSE OPTICS HOUSING
In this instance, the prime purpose was to use a material
which closely matched the optical elements in the single-pulse
generator in its thermal expansion. The material selected was a
"300 series" stainless steel, with a coefficient of thermal expan-
sion of 17.3xlO~ cm/cm/°C. The high weight of the steel is not a
significant factor due to the small size of this assembly - approxi-
mately 1.9 cm diameter by 3.8 cm long. The method of
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mounting this assembly to the overall housing, and its orientation
relative to the radiometer optics, make its expansion compared with
the aluminum non-damaging.
3.4.7 RADIOMETER OPTICS
Both the flat scanner mirror and the spherical primary
mirror were made aluminum, primarily to maintain thermal expansion
compatibility with the overall housing to which they are mounted.
Stresses induced in these mirrors due to differential expansion
could be appreciable, since dimensions over 7.6 cm are in-
volved. Resulting distortion would seriously degrade optical per-
formance. In addition, the aluminum provides the high conductivity
necessary to minimize thermal gradients. Used with suitable optical-
ly finished plating, aluminum is an entirely acceptable mirror sub-
strate material.
3.4.8 RADIOMETER DETECTOR MOUNTING
The detector array is mounted in a copper housing, to
provide a very high degree of thermal conductivity, and consequent
temperature uniformity among the three detectors. Since a heater
(power transistor) is used to provide temperature controls of this
.housing, it must be thermally isolated from the power-consuming
heat sinks of the overall housing. The material used between the
main housing and the detector mount is Delrin. Delrin is a good
compromise in that it provides a very low thermal conductivity,
adequate strength and dimensional stability.
3.4.9 PACKAGE SIZE AND WEIGHT
3.4.9.1 Volume
The total volume, allowing for irregularities in the
envelope, is estimated as:
3,200 cm3
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3.4.9.2 ENVELOPE
The envelope dimensions of the package are as
follows:
24.64 cm long x 14.22 cm high x 12.7 deep
3.4.9.3 PACKAGE WEIGHT
The weight of the optomechanical package, including
all electronics which are mounted in the stated volume as
weighed upon completion was 5 Kg.
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4. TEST INSTRUMENTATION
A test program had been planned and submitted to NASA/LRC
for review early in the program. Due to budgetary and time
constraints not all the tests and procedures outlined in the
test plan were followed. However, the principal ones demonstra-
ting performance capabilities of the ARPESH were carried out,
using simulation equipment and instrumentation appropriate for this
purpose. The test plan is appended to this section as a guide to
possible future testing that may be performed.
4.1 TEST EQUIPMENT FOR FIELD OF VIEW DEFINITION AND FOCUSING
To find the best focus for the sensor and allow plotting
the field of view of the three detectors the sensor was installed
on a test stand equipped with a collimator (a 11.43 cm germanium
doublet coated for maximum throughput at 15 microns) and with a
blackbody source that could be maintained at a conveniently high
temperature (200°C) so that a field of view plot of good definition
could be obtained, with signals considerably larger than system
noise. The test stand and instrumentation used for these tests is
shown as Fig. 4-1. In these tests the sensor scan mirror is kept
in a fixed position and a chopper (modulation at 15Hz) is placed
in front of the slit through which the sensor sees the blackbody
source.
4.2 TEST EQUIPMENT FOR HORIZON SCANNING
To perform zero crossing repeatability tests at various
equivalent earth temperatures the sensor is installed on the
test stand, as described above, this time with the scan mirror
driven at the normal iHz rate. In place of the slit and chopper
the sensor is allowed to scan over the space (ambient simulator
temperature as reflected from the mirror surface vane) to earth
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FIG. 4-1 Instrumentation for Field of View Measurement
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(blackbody source) interface. The installation and test equipment
is as shown in Fig. 4-2.
4.3 EQUIVALENT EARTH TEMPERATURES
The simulator employs a doublet germanium collimating lens
with a transmission of approximately 50% in the 14-16 micron
spectral range. Careful calculations were made of radiance at
the aperture of a sensor placed in front of the collimator,
for various blackbody temperatures. This radiance can then be
expressed in an equivalent earth temperature (with no collimator
lens used). With the knowledge of the collimator optical through-
put a curve was plotted that shows the equivalence of earth temp-
erature and simulator blackbody temperature for various possible
ambient temperatures. This is shown as Fig. 4-3. However, one
must also take into account the blackbody source emissivity which
will influence the irradiance of the sensor.
In our tests we used a blackbody source whose emissivity is
estimated to,be 0.85. The irradiance of the sensor aperture must
therefore be multiplied by 0.85 to account for the imperfect
"blackbody" source' surface.
4.4 ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN FOR ARPESH
1.1 SCOPE
This document establishes the test methods and procedures
to be followed for the acceptance testing of the ARPESH.
1.2 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents form a part of this document to
the extent required and specified herein:
a) Statement of Work NASA/LRC L-15-1787, Exhibit A
b) BEG Proposal P-1522
c) MIL-STD 461A
d) MIL-STD 462
e) MIL-STD 810B
f) MIL-STD 202D
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1.3 PURPOSE OF TEST PROGRAM
The test program is designed to demonstrate compliance of
ARPESH with contractual requirements and specifications called
for in the Statement of Work when subjected to the tests called
for in this ATP.
1.4 IN-PROCESS TESTS
Some tests cannot readily be verified in the completed
assembled instrument and are considered to be tests to be per-
formed on subsystems prior to final assembly of the system. Tfifiese
include spectral response measurements to be performed on the
detectors and the optical filter prior to system tests. Also
included are independent performance measurements of each detector
,and noise and frequency response measurements performed on each
amplifier. Data showing the results of these tests shall be
supplied to NASA/LRC with the data package and shall conform with
the specifications of Work.
1.5 TEST FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
The testing is to be conducted at Barnes Engineering Company
It is expected that the test facility will include a
simulator (test stand 203950-1001) that will be borrowed from
other programs and suitably modified and equipped to perform the
tests specified by this ATP. The relative vane position settings
on the collimator shall be known to better than 0.010". A variable
speed chopper will be used for response time and other measure-
ments. Also to be used for these tests is a 6" diameter off-axis
collimator with an autocollimating microscope attachment for
alignment of the IR and visual fields of view. Environmental
Laboratory facilities and outside facilities will be used in
conducting EMI, vibration and other tests.
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1.6 TEST EQUIPMENT TO BE USED FOR TESTS
The following standard test equipment (or their equivalents)
will be required for performance of the specified tests.
a) Beckjnan 1455 Printer
b) Beckman 60 13A Accumulator
c) Beckman Counter (E put meter)
d) Cathode Ray Oscilloscope Tektronix 502
e) Digital Voltmeter HP 3440A
f) Multimeter, Simpson 260 (including ammeter)
g) RMS Meter, Bruel Kjaer 2417
h) VTVM Hewlett Packard 412
i) Chart Recorder Sanborn 152
j) Wave Analyzer HP 302
k) Blackbody source of adjustable temperature with
temperature readout (e.g., BEG RS-12)
1) Krohn-Hite filter or lock-in amplifier for low frequency
noise measurements.
1.7 PERFORMANCE TESTS
The following tests will be performed to confirm that the
sensor meets the requirements of the contract and Statement of
Work.
1.) Optical and Mechanical Alignment
a) Field of View - horizontal
b) Field of View - vertical, static
c) Field of View - vertical, scan range
d) Boresighting of visual and IR field
2.) Radiometric System
a) Signal transfer function - all channels
b) Frequency response - all channels
c) Noise response - all channels
d) Sensitivity and NEP - analog of all channels
3.) Scan System Performance
a) Scan angle measurement
b) Rate of scan - record of time position
c) Linearity of scan velocity
d) Cage mode operation
e) Calibration command
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4.) Sensor Locator Acquisition
a) Locator position identification as a function of
simulated planet temperature.
b) Repeatability of locator acquisition at low, medium
and high equivalent planet temperature.
c) Checkout of locator position at other values of "R"
settings.
5o) Tests of Auxiliary Systems
a) Sun Sensor
b) Failure detection system
c) Loss of track indicator
6,) Sensor Physical Characteristics
a) Measurement of size and weight
b) Measurement of power requirements
7o) Environmental Tests
a) Operating temperatures ~7°C to +70°C
b) Shock, vibration, acceleration
c) EMI tests
1.8 MALFUNCTIONS
Any malfunction of the ARPESH or the test equipment which
may occur during any test will be immediately analyzed to determine
its cause. The test in process will cease and resume after the
cause of the malfunction has been identified and corrected. Prior
tests that may have been affected by the malfunction will be
repeatedo Data from prior tests will be examined and accepted
only if it is established that it has not been affected by the
malfunction.
1.9 OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL ALIGNMENT
1.9.1 Field-of~View - Horizontal
The sensor is mounted in a vertical position on the simulator
test stand, (90° from the normal position). A slit subtending
Ocl° is installed in front of blackbody source at the adjustable
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position vane and a chopper is placed behind the slit. Blackbody
is set to 200°C. Sensor scan command is in neutral position. Move
vane from lowest to highest position where signals are detected.
Plot analog outputs of Channels A, B & B2 (read on HP 302 wave
analyzer) with a minimum of 15 points for each channel,, 1/2
power points shall be within 10% of specified field-of-view,,
(Figure 2 of Statement of Work),,
1.9.la FieId-of-View - Vertical
Install sensor on test stand in the normal orientation,,
Move vane and register and plot analog outputs of Channels A, B
& B9 for each of at least 11 positions between the 50% points ;
and at the 10% and 2% field-of-view edges for each channel. 1/2
power points shall be within 10% of specified fields (Figure 2
of Statement of Work),
1.9.l.b Field-of-View - Vertical Scan Range
Set up as in 1.9,a, above, except with chopper removed.
Turn scan command to normal scan,, Record output waveforms (on
Sanborn recorder) with vane (slit.) moved to extreme positions
at which the signal is just detected at both scan extreme
positions. Note position of vane0 The range of the scan system
shall be greater than 7-1/2°.
1.9.2 Radiometric System
a) Frequency Response
Set up sensor and test stand as in Section 1.9.1.
Set blackbody source to a temperature of 200°C.
Chopper is operated over a wide range of frequencies,
Measure outputs of Channels A, BJI, 62 on HP 302 wave
analyzer at 20 frequencies from 0.1 to 150 Hz. Plot
response of all channels.
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b) Noise of Sensor
With simulator chopper stopped and scanner off,
measure noise of Channels A, B- and B9 at the
analog output: monitor points using the RMS volt-
meter (Bruel (x Kjaer)o Also record wide band
noise output on recorder (Sanborn). Repeat this
measurement with the detector bias turned off.
c) ZjiaQsfgr-Eu^gtio'O Measurements
With sensor mounted on the simulator and scanner
operating set blackbody source (earth simulator
less chopper and narrow field slit), succesively,
to five temperature" simulating earth temperature
of 210°K to 270°K. Record signal outputs (on
Sanborn Recorder) at Channel A, R and B analog
output terminalso (The equivalent blackbody
temperatures are given in Figure 4-3). Record a
minimum of ten scans that totally expose the field
of view of the detectors to radiation from the
blackbody source,
d) Calculate Signal to Noise ratio at all equivalent
earth temperatures after averaging ten or more
samples of signal for each channel and using the
corresponding noise as measured with the voltmeter,
e) Calibration Test
BEG shall supply a calibration curve of calibration
monitor thermistor temperature vs. output voltage.
In this test, the outputs of Channel As Bj_ & B~ will
be recorded during calibrate command with device
placed in front of the aperture and the calibration
patch temperature measured on VTVM.
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1.9.3 Scan System Performance
1.9.3a Scan Angle Measurement
The simulator is equipped with a variable position
vane, in the focal plane of the collimator that permits precise
measurement of the edge position of the simulated earth, to an
accuracy of O.Ol0.. Turn on sensor scan system and record analog
outputs of Channel A (on Sanborn) with the vane set at the
extreme positions where the edge of the earth is first detected and
results in an output of one volt (for 240°K earth)„ Note span of
simulator vane position. The span shall be greater than 7-1/2°.
1.9.3b Rate of Scan
At a fixed position of the simulator vane (approx-
imately in the center of the span), repeat all above for at least:
ten scans recorded on the oscillograph recorder,, Use timing marker
on recorder as a check of the recorder speed accuracy. Measure
duration of each scan, repeat at a fixed level (one volt), Average
out the time span for at least ten traces„ The scan rate shall be
I/sect 10%.
1 ,, 9 o 3c Scan Velocity Linejar^ t^
The velocity of the forward scan is tested by record-
ing the waveform of the output of the tachometer (voltage across
emitter driver series resistor) en the chart recorder as a function
of time,, The slope can be measured in the central 7-1/2° of the
scan pattern,, No linearity has been specified. However, it is
possible to demonstrate that: the linearity is considerably better
than 10%o
Io9o3d Cage Mode Operation
This test merely established the position of the
scan mirror during "cage"0 (Effectiveness of caging is established
in vibration and shock tests.)
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Place scan command switch in "cage" position. With
chopper and slit aperture installed in the simulator, move vane
to position where detectors A,B, & B~ analog outputs commence.
Note vane position.
1.9.3e Calibration Command
This test, like 1,9,3d, checks the position of
the component in question - the calibration patch. With the
vane slit and chopper installed in the simulator, record a
number of traces when the scan command is repeatedly switched
to and out of "Calibrate". Find the vane position just at the
edge of the calibration patch before the analog signal in Channel
A fades out. Note angular position of vane,, Record the temp-
erature of the patch and the output of the calibration pulse
from each channel*
1.9.3f Repeat the above chopper-vane-slit position
measurement with the scan command in neutral or off position.
1.9.4 Sensor Locator Acquisition
1.9.4a Locator Position Identification
Sensor is set up on test stand in the normal manner,
and the vane is set approximately to the center of the field-of-
view. The "R" value is set to mid-range. The blackbody source
is set to a temperature equivalent to a cold earth (220°K, see
Fig. 4-3, for calibration curve). Set scan command to normal
scan. Record angular position output data (at zero crossing point)
using counter and printer. Register a minimum of one hundred
consecutive acquisitions (zero crossing). During this time, the
Sanborn recorder is to record the analog outputs of Channels A &
(B, & B?). RSS the printed-out position values. Their spread
shall be less than 0.01° (3a) error.
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Repeat 1.9.4a with the vane (or sensor) moved through
steps of 1/2 degree over the total 7-1/2° range, using 25 read-
ings per step.
1.9.4b Repeatability at Medium and High Equivalent Earth
Temperature
Repeat 1.7=4a for a 240°K equivalent earth temper-
ature. The same criteria applies to the error interpretation.
Also repeat the 260°K equivalent earth temperature.
1.9.4c Minimum "R" Setting
Repeat l,7.4a and b with "R" gain setting at
minimum position.
1.9.4d Maximum "R" Setting ' ' ; .
Repeat I,9o4c for maximum "R" setting.
1.9.4e Measure and Record the vane, position dial readings
versus position reference using an autocollimator or height gage.
1.9.5 Tests of Auxiliary System
1.9.5a Sun Sensor
A pilot light is placed in front of the sun sensor
aperture hole. The sun output indicator shall go to a "One"
position.
1.9.5b Failure Detection
Check operation at failure detection circuits by
deliberate temporary failure simulation and show that failure
indicators go to a "One" position. For the various circuits, this
is done by removing the appropriate signal such as detector bias,
scan operation, etc.
The single pulse and multipulse operation may be
inhibited by blocking the light emitting diodes. Excess noise
in Channels A and B are checked (during prolonged "Cal") by
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feeding in a source of A,, (e.g., 60 Hz) via a capacitor, to
the detector output leads of Channels A and B.
1.9.5c Loss of Track
The loss of track indicator output shall go to
"One" when the sensor aperture is blocked during normal scan
mode operation.
1.9.6 Sensor Physical Characteristics
Measure size, weight and power consumption (of
sensor head, not power supply input drain) and establish that
these are within values specified in the Statement of Work.
1.9.7 Environmental Tests
Environmental tests shall be conducted in
accordance with the appropriate specifications and MIL Standard
listed in Section 1.2.
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5. TESTS OF HORIZON SENSOR
Upon completion of assembly, wiring and trouble-
shooting, the horizon sensor was installed on a test stand.
The stand is equipped with a 4" dia. germanium collimator lens,
a blackbody source for simulating various earth temperatures,
and a variable position vane that permits precisely measured
movement of the simulated earth-space interface. With this
simulation input to the sensor head and an electronic counter
connected to SH output terminals readout measurements were
obtained that permit determination of horizon sensor precision
to detect the horizon acquisition (zero crossing). This
allows measurement of the sensor's accuracy for various simulated
earth equivalent temperatures. Also measured with the test
stand were other significant sensor head system parameters, in-
cluding field of view of the three detector channels and scan
angle limits. The simulator blackbody temperatures required to
simulate various earth temperatures are given in Figure 4-3
along with simulation equipment description provided in Section
4.3 of this report.
Unfortunately due to budget and time limitations only
preliminary tests could be performed. However, the fundamental
sensor head characteristics that prove the viability of the
concept and system design have been done; they show the sensor
in a favorable light. The tests included optimum focusing,
plotting of the sensor's fields of view and zero crossing repeat-
ability under a variety of simulated earth temperatures. The
results of these measurements are presented below:
5.1. Focusing and Field of View Definition
For this test a narrow slit aperture is used in the
focal plane of the test stand collimator. The slit
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is located in a position parallel to the earth-
space interface, the radiation through the slit
is chopped at 15Hz. The slit can be moved up
and down with the vane on the simulator. A
plot of the field of view of the individual
detector channels was obtained at various focus
settings. The plot with the steepest field edges
(slopes) represents the best sensor focus.
After a number of trial runs on both sides of the
optimum focus point a best position was estab-
lished. The fields of view of detectors A, B,
and B? obtained at the location of best focus are
shown as Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.
5. 2. Repeatability of Zero Crossing
The principal function of the sensor head is to
provide a high accuracy angular readout signal to
indicate the attitude of the spacecraft in which
it is used with respect to the earth. The space-
craft will be orbiting the earth. This is an
important test that will establish the sensor's
sensitivity and accuracy. Readouts were obtained
in three forms.
a. The zero crossing pulses were displayed on a
cathode ray oscilloscope (CRO). In this test
the location of the initial pulse edge was
compared with respect to a CRO time reference
for a large number of scans (the oscilloscope
sweep generator was triggered by the sensor
head fiducial pulse reference position time
marker).


- *
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b. A binary parallel readout in the sensor head
auxiliary electronics unit. The horizon angle
appears as a binary code on a series of lights
configured in a 12 digit readout.
c. A decimal counter readout that registers the
incremental encoder pulse accumulation at the
time of zero crossing. Each horizon scan
produces a count which represents the horizon
angle. The count is displayed until the start
of the next scan cycle.
This last type of presentation is the most useful, in-
asmuch as it is easily tabulated, it produces continuously
repeated readout angle, which shows the variation of the zero
crossing angle from scan to scan. This output allows computa-
tion of the error with which the sensor head establishes the
horizon position. The other two methods of displaying the sensor
head position determination at zero crossing are less flexible
but they are not without merit and will be discussed first.
5.2.1 a.) CRO readouts as described in Section 5.2a were
obtained, they are a means of determining position
readout error in the form of jitter of the horizon
zero crossing with respect to a CRO sweep that is
synchronized to the scan mirror position. Figure
5.4 is a photograph of one zero crossing. Figure
5.5 is a time exposure showing ten superimposed
zero crossings. From this, and a knowledge of the
time between peak to peak variations of zero
crossing, one can obtain the peak to peak error.
In the photographs one division corresponds to 1
msec which, in turn corresponds to 0.01° scan angle.
Crossover Detector Input
V =100mv/cm, H=10ms/cm
Detector Output:
V=5v/cm, H=10ms/cm
FIG. 5-4 Scope Photograph of Zero Crossing Signal and Null Indicator Output
Crossover Detector Input
V=100 mv/cm, H=l ms/cm
Detector Output
V=5v/cm, H=l ms/cm
FIG. 5-5 Time Exposure of 10 Zero Crossings
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A spread of 4 msec in noise indicates a peak to
peak noise of 0.04° of attitude error.
5.2.2 b. The second method of reading output angles is by
observing the parallel binary lamp display. To
do this effectively requires some familiarization
in rapid binary to decimal conversion, speed of
observation is important inasmuch as readings
have to be noted in about 1/4 second since new
readings are obtained once a second. With some
practice one can fairly well establish the max-
imum error and approximate the one sigma varia-
tion of the sensor head position readout.
5.2.3 c. The principal mode of readout of zero crossing
position employs an electronic counter (accumulator)
which is programmed to determine and hold the pulse
count of the incremental position encoder that
indicates the angle of the zero crossing command.
At the beginning of a new scan the counter is
automatically cleared and reset for display of the
next horizon crossing.
For a sequence of numbers displayed (in the tests run,
100 samples were used) at a given simulated horizon condition the
accuracy of the sensor was established. Readings were taken for
conditions that included cold earth (215°K), warm earth (245°K),
and moderate earth temperatures (230°K). The electronic counter
used for these tests is a Beckman 6013A Reversing Accumulator.
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The readings obtained are tabulated below, both as a
group of numbers noted and as a bar graph distribution curve. The
la errors for the three simulator blackbody settings, to be inter-
preted in more detail in the section which follows, are:
Equivalent la la Angular
Earth Count Error,
Temperature Deviation Degrees
245°K 1.55 ±.0077
230°K 2.2 ± .011
215°K 2.8 ± .014
The readings obtained under the measurement conditions
cited are given in Tables V-l through V-3a
The distribution curves (bars) are shown as Figures
5.6, 5.7, and 5.8.
•
5.3 ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS
It was stated in the previous section that the la
sensor head error for a simulated earth temperature of 215°K is
2.8 counts (or0.014°). To obtain this RMS error the average
reading of 100 samples of the accumulated count was determined.
The deviation of each of the 100 readings from the average was
recorded, and subsequently the square root of the sum of the
squares of these deviations::was calculated. In this process the
conversion factor needed is the relationship between count number
and the sensor head scan angle. The incremental counter counts
to 1535 over the full scan of 7-1/2° of the field of view. There-
fore, one count corresponds to 7.5 « 1 Degree and one
1535 2TXJ '
TABLE V-l
ZERO CROSSING ANGLE READOUT REPEATABILITY
FOR 245°K EQUIVALENT EARTH TEMPERATURE
960
964
961
957
957
960
959
959
960
960
959
960
958
960
961
959
960
958
957
958
957
955
958
959
960
957
960
960
957
957
960
959
958
960
960
957
959
• 961
956
957
958
960
962
959
957
959
959
960
962
960
958
959
957
959
957
958
962
961
958
959
958
959
958
960
958
960
958
957
961
960
960
956
959
960
958
960
955
962
958
960
962
960
960
958
962
958
959
960
959
959
959
958
959
959
959
959
958
959
960
959
TABLE V-la ERROR DATA FOR 245°K PLANET
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TABLE V-2
ZERO CROSSING ANGLE READOUT REPEATABILITY
FOR 230°K EQUIVALENT EARTH TEMPERATURE1
959
961
960
956
963
963
'965
963
964
961
960
962
962
962.
963
964
961
962
962
962
961
961
966
960
961
956
963
961
957
960
965
965
961
966
961
963
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962
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961
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962
963
965
963
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963
956
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962
963
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962
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961
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962
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TABLE V-2a ERROR DATA FOR 230°K PLANET
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TABLE V-3
ZERO CROSSING ANGLE READOUT REPEATABILITY
FOR 215°K EQUIVALENT EARTH TEMPERATURE
970
965
963
968
965
973
964
964
969
966
966
964
965
969
967
962
970 '
971
963
964
966
967
967
966
963
968
966
965
964
968
968
970
961
965
966
970
965
966
967
967
967
964
964
962 .;
966
966
971
968
964
965
965
966
967
971
966
966
968
961
966
966
970
967
961
964
969
967
963
963
968
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968
964
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966
966
973
966
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966
968
968
964
965
963
963
961
968
963
969
972
966
960
966
969
965
970
967
972
969
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count = 0.005 degrees. A lo count error of 2.8 (for Arctic
winter conditions) corresponds to an RMS angular error of
2.8 counts xO.OOSVcount = 0.014°. This error is very
close to that predicted for the system. It will be
instructive to compare the performance measured with the
predicted and calculated parameters of the various
components of the system.
Figures 5-9 and 5-10 show typical horizon
radiance profiles. From these profiles we can compute the
power incident on each detector at various scan positions,
particularly near the normal zero crossing position. The
computations are based on spacecraft altitude of 500Km. At
the locator positions shown (i.e. 27Km for channel A and
43 Km for channels BI and B ) the integrated irradiance of the
detectors is:
For channel A:
N -..
 A = 1.6 x lO"4 W -cm"2- ster'1err A
and For channel B:
c 7 -1
Neff B = 4'5 X 10" W ~cm ster
The solid angle covered by detector A at this
position is; q
uj = .65 x .0175 x 1 x .0175 = 2 x 10" ster.
A
For detectors B the solid FOV is:
u)_ ..... =.5 x .0175 x 2 x .0175 = 3 x 10"4 ster
B1+B2
Next the power on each detector is computed.
ARCTIC SUMMER
ARDC
TROPICAL
ARCTIC WINTER
DETECTOR
Be"it n —'•
r o = 0 h0=-20 -10 10 +20 +30 +40
CROSS-HATCHED AREA IS ENERGY ON
DETECTORS "B" (LOWEST RADIANCE)
+50(km)
HORIZON PROFILES IN THE 14-16/u SPECTRAL BAND
ARCTIC SUMMER
ARDC
TROPICAL
ARCTIC WINTER
I DETECTOR "A"
£
CROSS-HATCHED AREA IS ENERGY
ON DETECTOR "A" (LOWEST RADIANCE)
FsgureS^HORIZON PROFILES IN THE 14-16/u SPECTRAL BAND
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For channel A:
p
^ = N ,. . uj.A n = 1.6 x 10~4 x 2 x 10" x 26 x 0.22D. eff A A o
'. = 1.8 x 10~7 Watts
2Where A = clear aperture of sensor = 26 cm
o .
TI = efficiency of optical system estimated
to be 0.22 (see Discussion of Optics)
For channels B-. + B_
?VB2 ' Neff B VB2 A°"
= 4.5 x 10'5 x 3 x 10"4x 26x0.22=8xlO"8 Watts
Calculated values of responsivity and noise, at
room temperature were: 01 = 170 V/W.*
It can be shown by calculation that detector noise
is expected to be 1.3[iV RMS.** By employing a sawtooth scan
pattern the bandwidth requirement was reduced to under lOOHz
which reduces the noise by a factor of » 1.5 to 0.87|_iV RMS.
* Note, Appendix B shows the predicted responsivity of this
detector.
** Calculations in Appendix C lead to the expectation that
noise in this bandwidth referred to the detector level,
should be 1.3 iV.
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Since two B detector channels are operated in parallel
the effective noise of Channel B-. + B? is 0.87M-V x s/"i?=l. 22[iV,
so that the Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) of the B channel is:
V
NEPB..+B = $2— B +B = 1.22 x 10"6 = 7 x 10"9 Watts RMS
% 170
From this result and the power on the detector the
position error for channel B and for the combination of channels
A and B is obtained as:
For channel B:
p
S V B2 8 x ID'8 _
NEPB+B 7 x 10-"
Channel A has a considerably higher S/N:
P
S DA
 = 1.8 x IP"7
NRMS
 A
 VnA " °°
87 x
 ^  "
 35
'
4
A A 170
£\
The total RMS value for the three detector system is
then; _S_
 = 10.8, for a cold planet.
Ntot "
The noise equivalent angular error for a cold planet
is then, 0.34°
 = 0.0315° or ± 0.0157°, where 0.34° is the amount
10.8
by which the FOV covers the earth.
It appears that the sensor head yields a measured
repeatability that is slightly better than the value predicted
by calulation.
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5.4 MEASUREMENTS AT ANALOG AMPLIFIER OUTPUTS
Measurements were made of signal and noise at each
of the analog amplifier outputs to determine how closely predicted
performance figures match the measured results.
With the scanning-mirror drive turned off the wide
band noise for channel A is 17 mV peak to peak, (3.4 mV RMS
was measured). The gain from detector output to the point of
measurement (test point on the auxiliary electronics unit) is
4600. Therefore the nois« referred to detector level is:
3-4 = 0.75 jiV, this is just slightly less than the predicted
4600
0.87 p-Volts.
The signal at the amplifier output for a 230°K
equivalent planet temperature, with the detector scanned fully
across the target was measured as 0.8 Volts. The signal at the
detector is therefore, Vj) = 0.8 = 174 |j,V peak.
4600
The power on the detector flake for a 230°K planet
temperature and full illumination of the detector is found
from
D. = N.: uu. AA AX A o
where
N^ = 5 x 1Q-4W cm"- ster
"'A = 1.292 x 0.0175 x 1 x 0.0175 = 4 x 10~4 ster
A o* 2
o =26 cm
TI = 0.22
PD = 5 x 10~4 x 4 x 10"4 x 26 x .22 = 1.14
A
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The measured value of responsivity (152) is just under
the expected level (170) and the measured noise is somewhat less
than the predicted value.
The Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) is:
NEP (14-16M-, 1-100) = D = 1.14 x 10~6 = 4.9 x "9 Watts
S/N 174 p.V/.75
This compares closely with the predicted value of
5 x 10~9 Watts.
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6.0 INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATING THE ARPESH SYSTEM
The Arpesh System consists of two units, the sensor head
and the auxiliary electronics unit, interconnected by means of a
single cable (see Figure 1 - 1).
Set the head up on a suitable test stand that may be
used for testing for horizon acquisition and repeatability of
horizon location. The normal attitude.of the sensor head is that
shown in Figure 1-1 with .the connector and cable emerging at the
top of the sensor head. The auxiliary electronics may be placed
in any convenient location. Connect the cable from the rear of
the auxiliary electronics unit to the top of the sensor head.
Next connect the power input at the rear of the auxiliary
electronics to a power supply, leaving power switch on electronics
panel in "off" position. With the power supply set for 28 volts
(use a supply capable of furnishing 2 Amps), connect the red lead
to the +28 Volt terminal and the black lead to the Zero volt
terminal. Note, the power pilot light will go on when prime power
is applied even though the front panel power switch is still off.
With the power supply power "on", the various power sup-
plies in the auxiliary electronics are connected to the 28 Volt
input and power will be drawn and some of the lamps on the panel
will be "on". (Much of the primary power drawn is i^sifed for the
lamps.) Place the command switch in the Off-position and turn
power switch "On". For normal scanning to obtain
 ;target acquisi-
tion and horizon location (assuming a blackbody, 'BB, source simu-
lating the earth is heated to the appropriate temperature - see
Section 4 for typical simulator system and simulator BB temperatures),
V
turn command switch to "scan". '. •
The outputs from the auxiliary electronics include the
lamp status conditions (lights On or Off) for binary position
readout, acquisition, sun presence-,' possible failures, etc- Also,
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available are: a) a IHz clock pulse (BNC connector) for CRO
synchronization, b) a pulse count output for readout of angular
position on an accumulator, c) a reset pulse for accumulator
discharge.
Figure 6-1 shows the front panel layout of the auxi-
liary electronics unit. This serves to identify the various indi-
cator lamps, controls and tes-fe points. The waveforms and ampli-
tudes at the various interconnectiqns of greatest interest are
sketched in Figure 6 - 2 .
The gain values for the various combinations of switch
position of the four 11R" adjust command toggle switches are listed
below (corrected for detector area factor):
Switches
Gain Ratio 'R*
4.017
3.974
3.930
3.886
3.842
3.799
3.755
3.712
3.688
3.624
3.581
3.537
3.493
3.450
3.406
3.362
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
3
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
4
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
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FIG. 6-1 Front Panel Layout, Auxiliary Electronics Unit..
Figure 6-2, TYPICAL WAVEFORMS AT AUXILIARY ELECTRONICS TEST POINTS
FRONT PANEL (L TO R)
1. Channel A (CH-A)
2. Channel B (CH-B)
3. Detector Bias (BIAS)
4. Multipulse Gen. (M/P GEN)
5. Single Pulse £en (S/P GEN)
6. Scan Dirive (SCAN DRIVE)
'2<,MJ-ec.-*1
J
L !""[ ]— f|
7. Cal, Patch Temp, (CAL TEMP) DC Output as per Fig, 3-3,3
8. Detector Temp. (DET. TEMP) DC Output as per Fig, 3-3.3
9. Sun Signal (SUN SIG) +14V (and light) indicates sun presence
10. Zero Crossing Indie. (ZERO CROSS)
11. 1 Hz Clock (BNC) (rear)
12. Serial Null Count (G-R Jack)
13. Accumulator Reset (G-R Jack)
Mirror Scan Pattern (for reference only)
H*
H
u
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The lamp readouts, in binary code, are listed below for
convenience; their sum representing the Ronchi pulse count:
LIGHT
ON
OFF
BITE
1
1
0
2
2
0
3
4
0
4
8
0
5
16
0
6
32
0
7
64
0
8
128
0
9
256
0
10
512
0
11
1024
0
12
2048
0
The thermistor temperature readout is in analog form.
Figure 3-3.3,shows the equivalent temperatures for given DC
voltage readouts.
Note that while the fault detection system shows a
simple light "ON" condition indicating a fault in the various criti-
cal systems, there is one exception to this. The noise measurement
and excess noise fault circuitry is not able to differentiate between
excess noise and a possible target presence signal that will normally
be larger than normal noise. Therefore, in normal scan mode, it
will be noticed that the Channel A and B noise fault lamps will
flicker when the detectors see radiance variations. To use the
Channel A and B noise fault detection system, it is necessary to
command the scanner to stop its movement. This is done by switching
the mode switch preferably to the off-position.
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6.1 SENSOR HEAD ELECTRONICS CIRCUIT TEST POINTS
The main electronics section of the Sensor Head is com-
prised of four printed circuit boards located on the side of the
unit. Standoff terminals on the boards are used as junction
points for wire-to-pc board connections and are also used as
test points at which circuit waveforms, mayvbe obtained. The
location of these test points and signal waveforms are shown
in Figures 6-3, 6-4, 6->5, and 6-6. Circles with numbers are
inputs to or outputs from circuits on the board. Circles with-
out numbers are interconnection terminals near the edges of the
board and are used as an aid in location of test points.
The circuits on the boards are as follows:
1. Board No. 1 - Processing circuits
2. Board No. 2 - Scan Drive Generator & Section of Servo
Circuit
3. Board No. 3 - Servo Motor Drive Circuit
Single Pulse Generator
Multipulse Generator
Preamplifier Low Voltage Regulators
4. Board No. 4 - Bias filter Section 1
• Multipulse Generator Post Amp
Detector Heater Amplifier
'. Decoupling Networks
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7. CONCLUSIONS
The ARPESH program just concluded has advanced
the state of the art of infrared horizon sensors in a number
of areas. The horizon sensor system was conceived by NASA/LRC
and was designed and constructed by BEG. This unique
horizon sensor is capable of providing what is probably the
highest accuracy achieved by this technique to date.
The system employs only one moving part (scanning
mirror) that is supported by flexural pivots stressed minimally,
thus having virtually unlimited life. By avoiding use of
components such as bearings that require lubrication, there are
no parts that wear out with the results that a high reliability
is achieved. The system design incorporates some unique features
that are responsible for the high accuracy achieved. These include
a novel "locator" concept developed by NASA/LRC that produces a
highly repeatable null crossing, nearly independent of radiance
variations on the horizon, when a detector produces a signal
(representing the integrated radiance over a segment of the
horizon) that is equal in amplitude to a signal produced by
a second detector channel (with higher gain) and rwhose field
of view is so located that it trails that of the first channel.
This "locator" system with parameters of the sensor
design has been exercised through computer calculations at
NASA/LRC using a large variety of radiance profiles and was
found to yield a horizon crossing definition with a variation of
less than 0.7 Km at an altitude of 500 Km.
The horizon sensor built was tested in the laboratory
with simulation equipment that permits the sensor performance to
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be estimated for various equivalent earth horizon temperatures.
By monitoring the sensor output (scanner angle at
which the horizon is located), angle errors were recorded as
follows:
For 245°K equivalent earth temperature = .0077° (la)
For 230°K earth = .011° (la) and
For 210°K earth = .014° (la)
Among the novel design features used in this horizon
sensor are: a scan angle measurement system that creates a large
number of pulses (1500 counts for a 7-1/2 degree scan field)
optically, by illuminating a Ronchi reticle with a light
emitting diode (LED) and sensing the modulation produced when
the bar pattern is reflected from the scan mirror and an inter-
ference pattern is detected by a silicon photo diode. By coun-
ting pulses from the start of the scan to the point of zero
crossing (horizon location), an angle readout is obtained as a
digital number (representing the angle scanned to the locator
or in the form of a binary code). The resolution of the angle
readout system is 0.005°.
A second precise optical position location system is
used for accurately indicating the start position of the scanning
mirror. This start position (or fiducial mark) is generated by
a technique similar to that used in an electrical auto-collimator
in which an LED light beam is reflected from another portion of
the rear of the scan mirror and intercepted at a point on a fine
reticle in front of a dual silicon photo cell. The repeatability
of this fiducial reference mark can be established to a tenth of
an arc-second.
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The design of all systems(detector, optics, electronics
mechanical parts) has been carried out so as to insure operation
under stringent operating conditions including an operating
temperature range -20°C to +75°C and a high vibration and
acceleration environment.
The feasibility and system accuracy have been
established as part of the present program. A sensor has been
built with high grade components, that at least have MIL Spec
equivalents, and with drawing and workmanship standards suitable
for space instruments. Not all tests could be performed as part
of the present program.
Information and experience gained in carrying out
the design and construction of the ARPESH indicate areas in
which improvements and simplifications are possible. These
include improvements in the detector, the multi-pulse generator
used fqr angle readout, the scanner, and possible reductions in
weight and power, cpnsumption.
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APPENDIX A
SOLID STATE ELECTRO-OPTICAL ALIGNMENT INSTRUMENTS
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MINEAC
MINIATURE ELECTRONIC AUTOCOLLIMATOR SYSTEM
For precise, non-contact measurement of angular
position or deflection in either one or two axes
APPLICATIONS/ALIGNMENT & MONITORING
D Architectural Structures
D Missile Guidance Systems
D Antennas
D Space Vehicles and Airframes
APPLICATIONS/SPECIAL STUDIES
D Thermal Deformation
D Vacuum Testing
D Mechanical Loading and Vibration
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Miniature Electronic Autocollimator (MINEAC®) System
provides highly sensitive and extremely reliable angular
position measurements. The System will precisely and con-
tinuously monitor and control the attitude of a reflecting
surface to within as little as 0.02 arc-second.
The MINEAC System consists of an all-solid-state angular
position transducer (MINEAC) with a gallium arsenide light
source and a rugged, lightweight MINEAC Amplifier-De-
modulator (MAD) unit. The transducer weighs only 5.5
ounces. It has no moving parts, occupies 3.5 cubic inches of
space, and consumes only 0.4 watt of power. The companion
MAD unit supplies all operating voltage and output circuitry
to provide dc analog data. A special, four-foot, flexible
ribbon cable connects the two elements of the MINEAC System.
The MINEAC System is ideal for dynamic applications where
the target being monitored is subject to changes in orientation.
The MINEAC System does not make physical or electrical
contact with the target under observation. Using
projected and reflected light beams, the system generates
electrical error signals directly proportional to the magni-
tude and direction of the target's angular deviation.
In a closed-loop servo system, these signals can be used
to correct or maintain predetermined angular relationships
between the MINEAC System and its monitored target.
The MINEAC System is capable of providing continuous,
automatic monitoring from either immediately adjacent or
reasonably remote locations. Absolute maximum working
distance is five feet. As the distance between the MINEAC
transducer and the target is increased from zero to 60 inches,
scale factor, resolution, linearity, linear range and acquisi-
tion range are predictably reduced.
Other electronic autocollimators suitable for use at greater
distances than five feet are also available from Barnes.
EXTERNAL
MONITOR ELEMENT
(REFLECTOR) I BEAM
SPLITTER
SOURCE
.CONDENSER
<T LENS
SOURCE
f RETICLE
ACQUISITION
DETECTOR RETICLE
Figure 1. Optical System Schematic
BARNES ENGINEERING COMPANY 30 Commerce Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06904Telephone (203) 348-5381 / TWX 710-474-3367
Bulletin 23-521C Printed in U.S.A.
SYSTEM OPERATION
Basic elements of the MINEAC System are a pulsed, gallium
arsenide diode "light" source (which emits in the near infra-
red region), an optical system, one or two independent pairs
of measuring detectors for single or dual axis measurement,
a confirmation detector, and three preamplifier channels.
The gallium arsenide source and its associated optics
project a modulated, collimated light beam to the target's
reflecting surface.
Upon receiving the reflected light beam from the target,
the MINEAC System generates electrical signals which
are directly related to the angular deviation between
the projected and reflected beams. The magnitude of the
angular deviation is represented by the output signal ampli-
tude. The phase of the signal indicates the direction of
movement. The ac signal generated by the preamplifiers is
synchronously demodulated in the MINEAC Amplifier-
Demodulator (MAD) unit to give a dc output whose polarity
represents the direction of deviation.
If the reflected light beam is perfectly parallel to the out-
going beam, no signal will be generated by the MINEAC
System. Thus, a null output normally indicates perfect
alignment of the target.
However, if the plane of the reflecting surface has shifted
by as little as 0.02 arc-second, a discrete error signal propor-
tional to the deviation is produced.
To provide means for distinguishing between the null
output condition and an ambiguous, out-of-field condition,
an additional detector provides a separate confirmation
signal whenever the target's reflecting surface is within
approximately 10 arc-minutes of perfect alignment. In this
condition, a green light appears on the front panel of the
MAD unit, while the outputs of the measuring detectors are
presented on panel meters.
Output jacks on the rear of the MAD unit provide means
for recording attitude deviations. The confirmation signal is
also available externally for lock-on functions or remote
display.
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Mounting Fixture: Mounting Fixture (Part No. 23 - 573) is
adapted for mounting the MINEAC transducer to its upper
surface, while the bottom plate is secured to the customer's
equipment. The collimated light beam is projected through
an aperture in this bottom plate. Two independent, fine-
adjusting screws provide precise adjustment of the MINEAC
transducer's pointing direction for convenience in initial
alignment with the target's reflector. This Mounting Fixture
also contains two mounting slots for insertion of the Optical
Wedge to calibrate either axis.
Optical Wedge: Optical Wedge (Part No. 23 -574) is a glass
deviation wedge mounted in a Delrin slide for insertion into
the Mounting Fixture. It deviates the collimated light beam
by a known amount, which is supplied as a calibration.
Deviation values from 30 to 300 arc-seconds are available.
Alignment Mirror: A reference mirror facing in the opposite
direction to the collimated light beam may be supplied for
orienting the pointing direction of the MINEAC transducer
to a predetermined direction. It is mounted inside the trans-
ducer case and is normally covered by a rotatable cap. Its
pointing direction is within one arc-minute of that of the
collimated light beam.
The alignment mirror must be installed in the MINEAC
transducer at time of purchase.
Figure 2. Frequency
Response (typical)
Figure 3. Transfer Functions (typical)
SPECIFICATIONS
'Linear Range
•Linearity (over ± 5 arc-minutes)
'Resolution (Noise Equivalent Angle)
'Cross-coupling
"Acquisition Range (measuring
detectors)
'Confirmation Detector Range
Output Scale Factor (Note 2)
Operating Distance (Note 3)
Operating Frequency (Note 3)
Output Impedance
Power Requirements (Note 4)
Dimensions:
MINEAC Transducer
MINEAC Amplifier-
Demodulator (MAD)
Weight:
MINEAC Transducer
MINEAC Amplifier-
Demodulator (MAD)
± 5 arc-minutes
15 percent
0.02 arc-second (Note 1)
2 percent
± 54 arc-minutes
±10 arc-minutes
Adjustable, 10-1000
mv/arc-sec.
0 to 60 inches
50 to 5000 Hz
10K ohms
117v, 50-400 Hz, 10W
1.88LX 1.56Wx 1.25H
(inches)
4.78Lx 3.96Wx 3.18H
(centimeters)
10Wx5H x10D (inches)
25.4Wx12.7Hx25.4D
(centimeters)
5.5 ounces (165 grams)
11 pounds (5 kg.)
*For precise definitions of parameters preceded by an asterisk (*), please
refer to the Table of Definitions.
NOTES
Note 1. 1 Hz bandwith
Note 2. Saturation will limit output to ± 8 volts.
Note 3. The performance specifications listed above apply to the
MINEAC transducer mounted within three inches of the
reflector, and operating at 60 Hz. (See Figures 2 & 3 for relative
performance at 60 inches and at higher frequencies.)
Note 4. For operation at 50 to 400 Hz, the MINEAC Amplifier-Demodu-
lator unit may be connected directly to a power supply having
10 watts capacity. As an alternative, this unit may be powered
from a 50-60 Hz power supply and triggered up to 5 KHz by an
auxiliary 10 ma input to the rear panel.
TABLE OF DEFINITIONS
(as they appear in Specifications)
Linear Range: The angular region on either side of the null
position within which the signal is proportional to angular
deviation.
Linearity: The maximum departure of indicated angle from
a best-fit straight line drawn through data points from —5
to + 5 arc-minutes, expressed in percent of true angle.
Resolution or Noise Equivalent Angle (NEA): The angle
which generates a signal equal to the rms value of noise
within a specified bandwidth at the output.
Cross-coupling: The spurious output from either channel
when deviation occurs only in the other channel.
Acquisition Range: The angular range on either side of null
over which a reading at least twice the noise level is ob-
tained from the measuring detectors.
Confirmation Range: The angular range around null within
which the confirmation detector circuit is operative.
APPENDIX B
THERMISTOR RESPONSIVITY
The responsivity of a thermistor detector of
(dimension Q.5 x 0.5 mm as used in ARPESH and its variation
wi,t;h ambient temperature is approximately as in the graph
attached (A Thermistor). For the 0.5 x 0.5 mm detector, at
room temperature, we expect (K = 170 V/W.
Further data on thermistor detector character-
istics is given in the attached paper and Bulletins 2-101
and 2-102,
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FOREWORD
This is an incomplete draft of a paper prepared about one year ago for
submission to the Journal of the Optical Society of America. Unfortunately
the authors have been unable to find time to complete the paper. It is bak:.v'ed,
however, v.-c&tbwhile at this time to issue the material as a Company report i.;r
its educational value. Unfinished topics under Part I are listed In the table 'of
contents.
One or two more Parts on the subject are intended for the near future,
covering more definitive data on standard and immersed detectors as well as
information and properties on specialized detectors such as "selective wave-
length" types. -
The authors intend to complete, revise, and edit Part I and to submit it
for publication in Applied Optics early in 1962.
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1.. INTRODUCTION
Thermistors are thermally sensitive resistors which hqve a large
negative temperature coefficient of resistivity. Employed as radiation detec-
tors, thermistor elements are made in the form of small thin flakes and attached
to good heat sinks to induce fast response. The thermistor element, or elements,
comprise part of a simple electrical circuit. Resistance change in the thermistor
due to temperature fluctuations produced by incident radiation causes a voltage
change in the circuit. In a true sense, the thermistor element is not a trans-
ducer but operates by virtue of its temperature dependence to modulate a steady
voltage applied to the detection circuit.
Thermistor detectors were developed bv the Bell Telephone Laboratories
in 1946 and reported in classified literature w ^'. One of the present authors*
published (3) on their status and properties in 1952. Developments through
1958 are described in a Navy Department report (4). The thermistor detectors
described in the present papers refer to those developed by the Barnes
Engineering Company, the work in part being supported by contract** from the
Navy Bureau of Ordnance.
* Eric M. Wormser
** Contract Bu Ord. No. 14836
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2. THERMISTOR PROPERTIES
Two types of thermistor detectors are shown in Figure 1. In over-all
size they are about 5/8" in diameter by 1/2" in length. One is an optically
immersed detector, the dome shaped optical element being high purity ger-
manium with an anti-reflection, coating. The other is sealed with an infrared
window material, such as KRS-5, silver chloride, germanium, silicon, or
other infrared optical material depending upon the wavelength region of in-
terest. The detector capsule may be sealed at normal pressure or evacuated.
Thermistor materials are metallic oxides, chiefly of manganese, nickel,
and cobalt. They were originally developed in several compositions at the
Bell Telephone Laboratories^), in sintered form they are semiconductors ex-
hibiting a high negative temperature coefficient of resistance, about 4%/°C.
In particular, two compositions designated as Material No. 1 and Material
No. ,2 are of chief interest because they permit the attainment of a desired
detector impedance in a variety of geometric shapes. The electrical proper-
ties of these materials are listed in Table I.
TABLE I
JMateriaLN.Qv,Hl Mat &r iaLJi-o.. ~£
Resistivity (ohm-cm) 2500 250
Resistance- Megohms/square in 10
micron thickness 2. 5 0. 25
Material Constant - ]S (°K) 3800 3400
Temperature Coefficient of
Resistance -a (°C~^i -.042* -.038*
The two compositions differ principally in resistivity, MateriaLNo. 1
being 10 times that of Nc. 2. The former yields suitable resistance values
in square or near square elements in the nominal thickness of 10 microns.
Material No. 2 is employed for long-narrow thermistors or may also be used in
short-wide configuration where low resistance is desired. Depending upon the
length to width proportions, one or the other affords detector impedance in a
suitable range for coupling to vacuum tube preamplifiers (1-10 megohms).
Material No. 2 in short and wide configuration yields lower impedances(50K
ohms) suitable for coupling to transistor type preamplifiers.
Thermistors obey the simple exponential law characteristic of intrin-
sic semiconductors, namely,
R= K£ ^ (i)
*Vaiues given for T = 300 °K
-3-
R is resistance.
T is absolute temperature (°K).
K is a constant determined by the resistivity and gepmetry of
the thermistor element.
Material constants (£) for Materials No. land No. 2 are given in Table
I, the former having a slightly higher value. Differentiating Equation (1) with
respect to temperature yields the rate of change of thermistor resistance as a
function of temperature ( a )
RdT
At 300 °K, which is the nominal operating temperature for thermistor detec-
tors, a. is slightly greater than 4%/°C for Material No;.l and slightly less
than this figure for Material No. 2 . a is negative for both materials.
Because thermistors used as radiation detecting elements fluctuate in temper-
ature only very small amounts about a mean ambient value, a, remains sub-
stantially constant and is a basic parameter in determining detector sensitiv-
ity .
In addition to the electrical characteristics of thermistor elements,
their physical, optical, and thermal properties play an important role in use
as detection elements. Sintered thermistors are spinel-like polycrystalline
solids. Grain size, determined by electron photomicrography, is -'in the order
of 1 micron. There is porosity in the body structure, estimated to total
about 20% voids. The linear coefficient of thermal expansion is about 7 mic-
ro inches/inch/0 C, making it compatible with common backing materials like
quartz, sapphire, germanium, and some metals. The specific heat of the
thermistor is approximately 0. 18 calories/gram/0 C.
From interference phenomena measured in transmission on thin
thermistor films of known thickness, refractive index in the infrared (wave-
lengths 8-12 microns) has been estimated to be 2. 8 to 3.
The absorption of radiant energy by thermistor elements in thicknesses
employed in detector fabrication (5-10 microns) has been determined both in
the infrared and visible portions of the spectrum. Spectral absorption is
determined from transmission and reflectance measurements. Data are shown
plotted in Figures 2 through 5. A Hardy spectrophotometer was employed for
measurements from 400 to 700 millimicrons. In the infrared from 2 to 15
microns a Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer was used for transmission data. .
An integrating cavity W (7) coupled with a double beam infrared mcnochro:-
mdtor was employed for total hemispherical reflectance measurements. From
. 4 to 15 microns absorption data are given for both uncoated 10 micron flakes
and for the case where the flakes have been coated with a thin layer of a
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black absorbing lacquer (Zapon black). Some information is available at wave-
lengths longer than 15 microns as shown in Figure 5. This, however, does
not provide, complete absorption information since reflectivity data are absent.
Furthermore, no transmission measurements were taken with the black Zapbn
coating on the thermistor flakes.
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3. OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
(a) Solid-Backed Detector Construction
Up to this point we have not considered the thermistor element in the
role of a radiation detection device. In order to make the sensing element
respond rapidly to radiation changes, it is necessary that the thermistor
flake, be part of a fast thermal circuit. By this we mean that the heat capac-
ity of the thermistor must be small and also capable of rapidly dissipating its
thermal energy. The solid-backed detectors described in these papers are
designed to conform with these operational parameters.
Figure 6 shows a simplified cross sectional diagram of the solid-
backed construction. Radiant power ^P) incident on the thermistor surface
is absorbed and heats the thermistor flake. This temperature increment C^ T)
produces a resistance drop & R) which in turn modulates a steady stage volt-
age to produce a voltage increment ^ V) proportional to the incident radiant
power. It is clear that the ability of the thermistor flake to rise in tempera-
ture rapidly will be a direct function of the heat capacity and thermal con-
ductivity of the thermistor. In order that the thermistor element may return
to its ground thermal state and, hence, prepare for recurrent changes in radi-
ant power, it is necessary to dissipate the thermal energy acquired from the
first thermal pulse. As shown in Figure 6,a thin dielectric layer separates
the thermistor flake from a relatively massive thermal sink. The latter may
be metal or other good heat conducting solids. Important thermal properties
of a number of thermistor backing materials are listed in Table II.
High conductivity and heat capacity are desirable. In general these
are found in metals. Because the flake must be electrically insulated, how-
ever, good heat conducting dielectrics like sapphire, periclase, and beryll-
ium oxide also make good backing materials. Poorer heat conductors like
organic polymers and glass are listed by way of contrast.
(b) The Bolometer Bridge Circuit
Thermistor bolometric elements are usually used in a simple "bridge"
arrangement as shown in Figure 7. One thermistor flake is exposed to radi-
ation while an identical flake is shielded from radiation. Equal bias voltages
of opposite polarity are applied to the two thermistor flakes, thus maintain-
ing the signal junction S near ground potential independent of variations in
ambient temperature. This condition minimizes microphonics, and possible
noise from leakage current in the coupling capacitor. It also makes the sig-
nal output less dependent upon ambient temperature. The temperature com-
pensating thermistor RC maintains the same mean temperature as the active
thermistor RA because both are thermally attached to the relatively massive
bolometer base. Exposed to chopped or modulated radiation, the active thermis-
tor produces an a-c voltage at the junction S.
-8-
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Figure 7 SIMPLE BOLOMETER BRIDGE CIRCUIT
(c) Bias Voltage Limitation
It is clear from the above discussion that the signal voltaae derived
from the bolometer bridge circuit will increase directly as the bias voltage.
Due to the negative resistance-temperature coefficient of the thermistors,
however, there is a practical limitation to the bias voltage which can be ap-
plied to the thermistor. Maximum voltage to which the thermistor can be sub-
jected is v-'ftermined by the rate at which electrical power dissipated in the
thermistor can be conducted to the detector base. For small bias currents the
thermistor approximates Ohm's law because it is not measurably heated. De-
parture from constant'resistance conditions takes place with larger currents
because the thermistor then heats and drops in resistance. As the bias current
is increased, eventually a point is reached when an increase in current causes
a decrease in voltage across the thermistor. If the current is not limited ex-
ternally in some manner, the detector will "run away" and burn out at this
point. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 8, which shows a plot of the
voltage-current characteristics of the solid-backed detector. At peak voltage
the thermistor flake rises about 30°C above the detector base for operation at
25°C. In practice the V-I curve is determined with a constant current source
of voltage to prevent instantaneous burn-out which otherwise would occur at
peak voltage.
Because the thermistor rises in temperature at higher bias voltages,
there exists a bias voltage for a given detector which yields maximum signal
response. In Figure 9 relative responsivity is plotted as a function of
fractional peak voltage. Maximum response occurs at a bias voltage approx-
imately 81% of peak. In practice, however, it has been found most advanta-
geous to operate thermistor detectors at 60% of peak voltage. At .this voltage
level, the detectors can safely operate over a reasonable range in ambient
temperature. At 60% of peak voltage the thermistor element operates at about
5°C above the base and detector responsivity is 86% of its maximum. In a
later section effects of ambient temperature upon the performance character-
istics of thermistor bolometers will be more thoroughly discussed.
(d) Idealized Detector Performance
The bolometer can be thought of as a simple thermal circuit comprised
of a single heat capacity element (H, the thermistor flake), a thermal resist-
ance element (Z, dielectric layer between flake arid sink), and a thermal
ground (sink). In Figure 10 the physical construction and equivalent thermal
circuit of the solid-backed detector are illustrated. To determine transient
response assume the thermistor is exposed to steady state radiant power
(Pi watts) of which a portion (aPi) is absorbed depending upon the absorp-
tivity (a) of the thermistor, and that this heats the latter to a steady tempera-
ture (TI °C). At this temperature the thermistor element will have an energy
State- (Qi joules) above that of the sink and we can write, TI = O + PZ.
If the radiant power is now suddenly removed^he thermistor temperature will
decay to the sink temperature T .'
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Figure 9 EFFECT OF BIAS VOLTAGE ON THERMISTOR RESPONSIVITY
differentiating with respect to time,
1 dQ -_ „ dP
H.d t " .dt
or, since P 5= -r*-
1
P HZ
whose solution is
-t/HZP = e + constant
or from P = aPj^ when t = 0.
-t/HZ .„.P = aP^ ' ............ (3)
QiAlso since T = — - = T when t = 0 . . . . ...... (4)
T = T^ . . . . . . . . . . (5)
From (5) the thermal time constant (T ), defined as the time for the tempera-
ture to decay to 1-e-l of its initial value, is seen to be HZ, the product of
the heat capacity of the thermistor flake and the thermal impedance of the
dielectric layer.
For small temperature changes, the detector resistance changes pro-
portionally according to Equation (2). From the bolometer circuit of Figure 7
the signal voltage at the junction S is seen to be,
Hence,
=
 f° - [AT]
From (4),
AV = aa PZV
T a
or finally the transient response of the bolometer bridge from (3) is,
AV = _a_
 n V APe L/"' volts (6)
2
-13-
By a similar simple analysis it can be shown tjiat for periodically
modulated radiation the responsivity R(a> ) of the detector as a function of
frequency becomes ,
R ( u > ) = a , V :2 fl + fcoHZ) 2| "1/2 (volts/watt), , (7)
2
How accurately these relationships describe the behavior of bolom-
eters depends mostly upon the degree to which H and Z can be considered
lumped constants. This matter has been treated in the literature (9) Uw :
Ideally, the thermistor flake should have low heat capacity and high heat con-
ductivity while the thermal barrier (Z) should have negligible heat capacity
and low heat conductivity. To make an ideal thermal ground, the sink must
have highest heat conductivity and'heat capacity.
In Figure 11 is shown a family of idealized thermistor detectors
formed by assigning four discrete values of thermal impedance to detectors
1 square millimeter in area and 10 microns in thickness. This kind of ideal-
ized behavior has been formalized by R. C. Jones ^^ as characteristic of
Class Ha detectors. It will be demonstrated in a subsequent paper that
modern thermistor detectors closely approximate the characteristics of this
ideal family. In Figure 11 all parameters are held constant except the thermal
impedance Z which can be varied to control detector speed and responsivity.
(e) Noise
ltimate sensitivity of all radiation detectors is limited by some
kind of noise. In the case of thermistor detectors, limiting noise is thermal
or Johnson noise (-2). Johnson noise depends only upon ohmic resistance,
absolute temperature, and the bandwidth of the measuring circuitry. It can be
exactly expressed in terms of these parameters. For example, the noise
voltage produced by a 2-megohm (each thermistor element) detector operated
at 3 C O ° K in a bandwidth of 10 cps is 0. 4 microvolts rms.
t
For bolometers whose resistance is of the order of a few megohms
there is, in addition to Johnson noise, a small amount of noise at low fre-
quencies. In good thermistor bolometers this spurioUs noise lies 'below 30
CDS. Its frequency distribution is not exactly known. Measurements are re-
ported in the literature (:*3) indicating an inverse frequency relationship but
these data are no longer considered to be representative of quiet thermistor
detectors. Irr-a^ noise bandwidth from 5-100 cps, good thermistor detectors
operate at noise'levels no more than 5-10% in excess of Johnson noise. In
narrower bandwidths, say 10 cps, centered at frequencies from 50-200 cps,
they show no noise other than that attributable to Johnson noise.
it is important to bring out the practical difficulties in achieving de-
tector operation ut theoretical noise levels. Preselected commercial vacuum
tubes cannot be found with effective noise inputs much {ewer than theoretical
-14-
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Johnson noise of a 200,000 ohm Resistor in the bandwidths of interest; Hence,
for a one megohm detector (2 megohms each flake) the preamplifier will'add
20-30% to the noise of the detector.
(f) Swish
There is a phenomenon known as "swish" associated with thermistor
detectors. The term is tfpt because it refers to a signal generated by the de-
tector due to the motion of air in the immediate vicinity of the thermistor sur-
face. Because the thermistor flake operates at a temperature slightly above
its surroundings, any convected air at the thermistor interface will carry away
heat and hence cool it. If the thermistor flake is enclosed in a sealed cap-
sule, spurious convection or pressure change effects are eliminated. If, how-
ever, the capsule is sealed at atmospheric pressure, convection can still
occur if the bolometer is vibrated. Low frequency vibration in the plane of the
thermistor element will give rise to output signals at the frequency of vibration.
In practice, due to the low inertial mass of the air in bolometer capsules, only
low frequency motions are troublesome, below about 20 cps.
To avoid entirely the swish phenomenon, bolometer capsules are evac-
uated. Hard vacuum is not required. Figure 12 shows a log-log plot.of swish
voltage as'a function of capsule pressure. Substantially no swish exists be-
low pressures of 20 millimeters of Hg. These data were taken for a 1/4" peak-
to-peak sinusoidal vibration at 12 cps in the plane of the thermistor flake. At
atmospheric pressure swish voltage is about 100 times detector noise under
these severe vibration conditions.
(g) Internal Electric Discharge
In applications where low frequency vibrations are likely to occur,
evacuation is obviously required. For reasons explained below, however, un-
less severe vibrations are encountered it may be advantageous to employ a
sealed detector rather than one which has been evacuated. This is particular-
ly true when the detector area is large and, as a result, the bias voltage also
large. . In Figure 13 is plotted the discharge potential in a bolometer capsule as
a function of air pressure. These data are qualitatively in accord with Paashen's
law which states that the "minimum discharge potential" is proportional to the
product of gas pressure and interelectrode spacing. The minimum discharge
potential for air is given in the literature (12' as 370 volts which is in good
agreement with the experimental data shown in Figure 13. If the pressure in
the bolometer capsule is maintained below 100 microns, no danger of electrical
discharge exists up to potentials of 800 volts. In the pressure range from 0^ 2
millimeters to 30 millimeters of Hg, potentials above 400 volts can cause trouble.
Good vacuum seals are achieved in bolometer capsules but pressure can increase
with time due to slow outgassing of organic components involved in the con-
struction' of detectors.
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Hence, detectors encapsulated at one micron of Hg may in time, and
depending on their temperature environment, rise in pressure and approach
the discharge region. Obviously if the bias voltage does not exceed 360 volts,
no electrical failure can occur. For large thermistors bias voltages may, how-
ever, exceed this value.
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4. DETECTOR WINDOWS
Coated thermistor bolometer elements are substantially flat intspe.ctral
response from the ultraviolet to about 35 microns. For reasons explained
above, however, the bolometer element must be completely sealed in a hous-
ing. This necessitates a window which limits to some extent the spectral
range. A number of infrared optical materials are employed as windows ,and
can be chosen to exclude short wavelength radiation, long wavelength radi-
ation, or to transmit a very wide spectrum. Window materials (H) are listed
in Table III along with their transmission ranges and mean transmissivity.
TABLE III
DETECTOR WINDOW MATERIALS
MATERIAL
MEAN
TRANSMITTANCE
PERCENT
SHORT WAVE
CUT-OFF
MICRONS
LONG WAVE
CUT-OFF
MICRONS
Quartz
Sapphire
Barium Fluoride
Silver Chloride
KRS-5
Germanium
90
90
93
80
72
45**
0.4
0. 20
0. 17
2. 0*
0.6
2.0
4. 0
5. 5
12
25
35
20
Note: 1-2 mm thickness
*With silver sulfide coating
**95% peak transmission with 1/4 \ antireflection coating.
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5. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
It is not always possible to use thermistor detectors and associated
instrumentation at fixed ambient temperature. For absolute radiation measure-
ments , therefore, it is important to consider how detector responsivity, noise,
and detectivity are affected by changes in ambient temperature. In the follow-
ing discussion it should be understood that ambient temperature refers to the
temperature of the detector capsule and not necessarily ambient air tempera-
ture. This distinction is made because the bolometer capsule will, in general,
be warmer than ambient air, moderate heating usually being produced by elec-
tronic components in the instrument or by exposure to radiant heating from sun-
light.
(a) Responsivity
Two factors combine to produce responsivity change with ambient. One
is the temperature coefficient of resistance, a , of the thermistor flake. The
second involves impedance coupling between the detector and the preamplifier.
The following relationship shows how responsivity is related to operational
parameters.
For a fixed bias voltage, only a changes with temperature. The
temperature referred to' here, however, is the temperature of the thermistor
flake, which in general is different from ambient. With no bias on the detec-
tor, the flake temperature is at the bolometer base temperature. Depending
upon the bias voltage used, the flake temperature rises above ambient.
Figure 14 shows the fractional temperature rise of the flake above the detector
base plotted against fractional peak bias voltage. Figure 15 shows the flake
temperature nise above the base at peak bias voltage as a function of the
detector base temperature. For example, consider Material No. 2 at an
ambient temperature of 25 °C. From Figure 15 temperature rise at peak bias
voltage is 31°C. From the hyperbolic curve of Figure 14, 60% of peak bias
results in a temperature rise of 0. 14 x 31 °C = 4. 3°C. Now consider this same
detector with the same bias voltage but operating at a higher ambient tempera-
ture. The thermistor flake will have reduced resistance due to ambient change
and further reduced resistance due to self-heating from increased current flow.
From Equation (1) ,
R .
O
R C P < I / T - I / T O >
R and Ro are the thermistor resistance, respectively, at absolute temperatures
T and TQ (Kelvin). When voltage (Vg) is applied to the thermistor, equilibrium
dictates that electrical power input must equal thermal power loss to the base,
V 2B = AT . , ................ (9)
R Z
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.O
BIAS VOLTAGE AS FRACTION
OF PEAK VOLTAGE
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AT is the temperature differential between the thermistor and the base, and Z
the thermal impedance as defined earlier. From Equations (8) and (9) one can
deduce the resistance-temperature relationship at peak bias voltage, namely,
R = -R e ~TP/T0 . (10)p o
Rp and RQ are the thermistor resistance with peak bias and with no bias re-
spectively; T and TQ are absolute thermistor temperatures at these same con-
ditions. To a good approximation Ro/Rp = 3 over a wide range of operating
temperatures.
Returning to the numerical example cited above, assume the detector
base temperature rises from 25°C to 60°C and the bias voltage is left unchanged.
From (9) and (10) the ratio of peak voltages at two temperatures, using the ap-
proximation above, can be expressed as,
(11)
RgQ and R25 are, respectively, the resistance of the thermistor at base tempera-
tures of 60 and 25°C with no voltage on the detector. The resistance ratio can
be found from (8). From Figure 15, AT25 and ATgQ are, respectively, 31 and
41 °C. This information and (11) yields VpgoAp25 = °- 64- Hence., the detec-
tor at 60°C is operating at 0. 60 = 94% of its peak voltage. With the aid of
Figure 14 we can also • ^ establish the temperature of the thermistor
flake under these conditions. The temperature rise of the thermistor above the
base is approximately 0. 6 x 41 = 25°C. Hence, the flake temperature is about
85°C.
Figure 16 shows relative responsivity as a function of temperature for
the case where bias voltage is 60% of peak bias voltage at 25 °C. Two curves
are shown, one for the case where the preamplifier input impedance is 10
times the detector impedance at 25 °C, and the other under conditions where
the preamplifier impedance is substantially infinite compared to the detector
impedance at all temperatures. For ambient temperatures above 25°C, resist-
ance mismatch with the amplifier has small effect because detector imped-
ance falls rapidly at the higher temperatures. For lower ambient temperatures,
impedance mismatch with the amplifier begins to become serious due to rapid
increase in detector impedance .
At 63°C the responsivity curve (2) in Figure 17 is shown to have an
abrupt discontinuity. At this ambient temperature and under the operating con-
ditions specified, the detector flakes will disintegrate due to excessive temper-
ature rise. This critical run-away condition,occurs instantly at peak bias volt-
CKiO. ' • • . . .
Figure 17 includes two other bias voltage examples, namely, for the
-22-
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cases where bias -/oitage is 40% of peak at 25°C and 80% of peak at 25°C.
Reducing the bias from 60% to 40% is seen to increase the useful ambient
temperature range from 53°C to 100°C. Conversely, increasing to 80% bias
reduces the upper ambient limit to about 42°C.
A few remarks are appropriate with respect to the shape of the respon-
sivity vs. temperature graphs. Referring to curve 3 in Figure 17, responsivity
reduces linearly at about 0. 5%/°C up to almost 80°C and beyond falls off at
an increasing rate to the burn-out point. Physically what is happening is that
below 80°C the thermistor flake undergoes almost no self-heating and, hence,
is substantially at ambient temperature. Beyond 80°C the thermistor flake
rises rapidly above ambient, finally attaining a temperature just before burn-
out of 153°C (refer to Figure 15). The higher biasing condition represented
in curves 1 and 2 (Figure 17) exhibit shorter linear portions because self-
heating is more readily induced as the detector base temperature rises above
25 °C. It should be noted that flake temperatures in excess of 100 °C produce
degredation of organic coatings in physical contact with the flake.
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SOLID-BACKED THERMISTOR
INFRARED DETECTOR
•SCRIPTION
le solid-backed thermistor detector contains a matched pair of
ermally-sensitive resistors (thermistors) that exhibit a large
ange in electrical resistance when heated by exposure to radia-
m from the infrared to the ultraviolet. The thermistors are in
e form of small flakes cemented to a sapphire backing block. The
tire assembly is mounted, in turn, in a metal capsule and her-
2tically sealed. This construction provides an accurately con-
ailed thermal impedance between the flakes, as well as a good
ntrol of the detector time constant.
le "active" flake is located in the center of the capsule and is ex-
ised to the radiation to be detected. The compensating flake is
:ated off-center and is shielded from this outside radiation. Both
ikes are connected in a bridge circuit (Figure 5) providing the
tive flake with compensation for resistance changes caused by
nbient temperature variations.
n infrared transmitting window is normally installed to limit the
tector's spectral response to the requirements of the application,
lis sealed assembly has the physical dimensions shown in Fig-pe 2. Ruggedly constructed, the solid-backed thermistor detector
resistant to vibration, shock, temperature variations, high hu-
idity and other extreme environmental conditions found in de-
nse, space and industrial applications.
andard detectors are available in a selection of flake sizes and
e made of thermistor material with a choice of two resistivities,jtails are shown in Table I. Although KRS-5 window material
tiich transmits in the 0.6 to 35 micron region is normally sup-
ied as the standard window, a wide variety of alternate windows
e available on special order. Some of these are listed in Table II.
gnificant performance characteristics include responsivity, fre-
lency response, bias voltage requirements, noise and noise equiv-
mt power characteristics. These are defined and illustrated in
gures 3 through 7.
variety of special modifications are available. Alternate window
aterials will be supplied as required by the application as will be
ounts of special construction. When requested, detectors will be
'econditioned with the required bias voltage for the desired num-
r of hours. Relative spectral response curves over the range of
25 to 35 microns will also be made as requested.
>ECIAL FEATURES
No Need For Cooling; Operates At Room Temperature
Compact, Rugged and Reliable
Dynamic Range Of Over One Million To One
Wide Selection of Sensitive Area Dimensions
High and Low Impedances Available
Large Choice of Window Materials
Figure 1
Shielded
Compensator
Flake
.076 Dia., 3 holes 120°
apart on a .758 Dia. Circle
Window
Active Flake
Exhaust Tube
Top view of standard solid-backed detector
Figure 2
Window
Active Flake
Shielded
'.293
— .850 Dia.
Side view details of standard solid-backed detector
Figure 3
Wlndtw
Material
KRS-5
Barium-Fiuonde
Calcium Fluoride
Fused quartz
Germanium
Sapphire
Silicon
Arsenic Trisulpnide
Useful
Spectral
Ranfe
(in microns)
0.6 — 35
0 2 — 1 1
02— 12
0.3— 3
2 — 20
0 2 5 — 6
1 — 16
06— 13
Window
Material
rtran-1
rtran-2
rtran-3
rtran-4
rtran-5
rtran-6
ndium Antimonide
ndiurn Antimonide
and Arsenic Tnsulphide
Useful
Spectnl
Ranfe
(in microns)
1 — 8
2 — 1 4
1— 10
06 — 20
1 — 8
—
8 — 25
8 — 1 3
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TABLE
Small Square Flakes
Large Square Flakes
Rectangular Flakes
Rectangular Flakes
Flake Size**
(millimeters)
0.1 xO.l
0.3 x 0.3
0.5 x 0.5
1 .0 x 1 .0
1.5x1.5
2.0x2.0
2.5 x 2.5
0.1 x l .O
0.2 x 2.0
0.3 x 3.0
1.0x0.1
2.0x0.2
3.0 x 0.3
Nominal Time Constant
(milliseconds)
1.2, 2.5 or 5.0
1.2, 2.5 or 5.0
1.2, 2.5 or 5.0
1 .2, 2.5 or 5.0
Material Type*
No. 1 or No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 1 or No. 2
No. 2
' Type No. 1 material is 2.5 megohms per square flake.
Type No. 2 material is 0.25 megohms per square flake.
Resistance of rectangular flakes is I 1 times the square flake resistance.
For the dimensions listed, the first one (L) is the flake length between
electrodes; the second one is the width (W).
10,000
Flake Area — mm*
Responsivity and Bias
Square No. 1. Thermistors 2.5 Megohms. 25°C. Figure 4
rime Constant, T in Milliseconds.
oi 0.5
K
0.2
\
1.2
2.5
5.0
10 20 50 100 200 500 1000
Frequency — cps.
Frequency Response Characteristics.
10,000
L Active Flake
^ Hh
rr'j Shielded
Compensator Flake
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BARNES
ENGINEERING
COMPANY
30 Commerce Road I Stamford, Connecticut 06902
BULLETIN 2-102
IMMERSED THERMISTOR
INFRARED DETECTOR
:SCRIPTION
le immersed thermistor infrared detector normally contains a
itched pair of thermally-sensitive resistors (thermistors) that
hibit a large change in electrical resistance when heated by
Erared radiation. The "active" flake is exposed to the radiation
be detected, and the compensating flake is shielded from this
tside radiation. Both flakes are connected in a bridge circuit
Mgure 6) which provides an electrical output signal for amplifi-
tion and processing and which compensates for resistance
ange caused by ambient temperature variations.
contrast to the solid-backed thermistor bolometer described in
illetin 2-101, the immersed detector has its active flake optically
bached to an infrared transmitting lens having a high index of
fraction. A germanium hemispheric lens is typically used for
is purpose and the flake is located at the center of the hemi-
here's piano surface. The compensating flake is usually mounted
the detector base.
hen a germanium hemispherically immersed detector is used as
•eplacement for a solid-backed detector in an optical system, the
quired area of the immersed flake is one-sixteenth the area of
e equivalent solid-backed flake, and a lower value of bias voltage
required.
impared to a solid-backed flake of the same size, detectivity is
iproved by almost a factor of four. Further improvements can
ually be realized by using a hyperhemispheric lens, but the prop-
design and resulting detectivity gain depends on the particular
tical system located in front of the detector.
rpical construction details of an immersed detector are shown in
gure 2. The lens serves both as the optical element and the heat
ik. Standard detectors are available with a selection of flake
;es, thermistor materials and immersion lens sizes. See Table I.
mdamental performance characteristics such as responsivity,
equency response and bias voltage requirements are illustrated
Figures 3 through 8.
odifications and custom designs are available on special order,
though the standard anti-reflection coating is 10 microns, coat-
gs with other spectral responses can be obtained. Also detectors
n be preconditioned with the required bias voltage for the rec-
imended number of hours. Relative spectral response curves can
30 be supplied. Custom-made detectors employing silicon, wedge-
aped lenses and other special optical configurations are also
ailable.
'ECIAL FEATURES
No Need For Cooling; Room Temperature Operation
Compact, Rugged and Reliable
Dynamic Range Of Over One Million To One
Wide Selection Of Sensitive Area Dimensions
High and Low Impedance Available
Figure 1
.325" Radius of Germanium Immersion Lens
Active Flake
Shielded
Compensator
Flake
Standard Immersed Detector showing large size
immersion lens used with larger flake sizes
Figure 2
Figure 3
.140" Radius ot Germanium Immersion Lens
live Flake
Shielded
Compensator
Flake
Standard Immersed Detector showing immersion
lens used with small flake sizes Figure 4
BARNES ENGINEERING COMPANY
30 Commerce Road I Stamford, Connecticut 06902 I Phone (203)348-5381 I TWX 710-474-3367
TABLE I
Lens Hemisphere
Radius (inches)
0.140
0.140
0.140
0.140
0.140
0.140
0.325
0.325
Flake Size
(millimeters)**
(D & (W)
0.05 xO.05
0.075x0.075
0.10 xO.10
0.15 xO.15
0.25 xO.25
0.30 xO.30
0.50 xO.50
0.1 xl.O
Nominal Time
.Constant
(milliseconds)
1.2 or 2.5
1.2 or 2.5
1.2 or 2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
Material Type*
No. lor No. 2
No. 1 or No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 2
No. 1 or No. 2
* Type No. 1 material is 2.5 megohms per square flake.
Type No. 2 material is 0.25 megohms per square flake.
Resistance of rectangular flakes is I I times as large as the square-flake resistance.
** For the dimensions.listed, the first one (L) is the length between electrodes; the second
one (W) is the width.
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Vb=applied bias voltage per flake.
Conventional bridge circuit arrangement for
biasing Thermistor Bolometer Detectors
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250KQ 25°C.
Wore 1. Responsivity measured at the flake.
Does not include lens gain.
APPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF DETECTOR NOISE
DETECTOR-PREAMPLIFIER NOISE CONSIDERATIONS (excerpted
from Proposal P-1522.
The noise characteristic of a thermistor detector can
be approximated by the curve sketched below in a solid line with
three frequency regions including a flat (white) Johnson noise
region (f., and greater), a region from f- to f» with a 1/f low
frequency noise characteristic and a very low frequency region
2f1 to f_ in which noise appears to increase at a rate 1/f .
The preamplifier will have a frequency response that
will roll off at very low frequencies and will include a boost
network starting at f, where the detector frequency response
begins to fall and up to fj., the high frequency cut-off for the
system (144 Hz, as specified). Beyond f the amplifier provides
a 12 db per octave roll off.
To determine the degradation in noise due to the
inclusion of the low frequency excess noise and the boosted high
frequency Johnson noise, we can develop an expression for spot
noise as a function of frequency.
- J
-^ df + -^ df + df
/"f,
. ft)' - -•fifl
J
$-
^
VT = Total Noise
V = Johnson noise at the reference level
n
f- = 2.5 Hz as specified
f2 = 5 Hz
f3 = 50 Hz
f. = 60 Hz4
f_ = 144 Hz as specified high frequency corner
f, - 260 Hz
D
2 2V * VT n
fc ir 61 s ^ f
2 ;f r + —2
3f4 f
VT2 . Vn2 [(50) (5) - + 50 in + (60-50)
3(60)
^. . 144 / I60 ) + ^ [ —3^ . 44- _L L
3(60)Hl443 2603X
r ^
- V 2 [~250 ( .2) + 50 (2.3) + 10 -4144
 7
n U
 h(60)
- 20
1443 1445
3(60)2 3(60)2(260) I
V 2 (
n \50 + 115 + 10 + 256 + 222)
2
 (653)
n V- /
Therefore:
T
 noo = 44
This is the degradation factor to be expected as a
result of the need for high frequency boosting and due to 1/f
noise. The factor has been included in the calculation of
system sensitivity.
We can calculate the noise expected at the preampli-
fier input. This will serve to indicate the amount of gain
needed and sets the preamplifier noise limit. The Johnson
noise will be: .
^ ff^
V = \/4kTRAf = \f4KT x 1.5 x 105 x 144n v v
where
R = resistance of bolometer bridge = 150 Kfi
Af = bandwidth = 144 Hz
V w .65 |i V
n
With the degradation factor of 2.1 the total noise input
will be 1.3[o.V. This value will be lower at high temperatures;
at 80°C the resistance drops by about 6 and the noise by|6 or
2.5 X. Our experience in preamplifier design indicates that
it will be possible to process signals and noise levels of this
order without a significant degradation (less than 1 db noise
increase).
Note: The frequency response in the ARPESH system, as built, is
narrower than was planned in Proposal P-1522. Hence the revised
calculations presented in Section 3.1.1 and Section 5.3.
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TYPICAL THERMISTOR NOISE
